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ABSTRACT 
Snellen letter and Vistech sine wave grating charts were used as 
refraction targets to determine differences in times required to accomplish 
subjective refractions, endpoint refractive values and subject preferences. 
Thirty hyperopes and thirty myopes, divided into three age groups, were 
selected as subjects. Two examiners tested each subject using each chart. 
Both timed their subjective refractions and recorded their findings. After 
all data were recorded, each subject completed a questionnaire to determine 
chart preference. There were no cl_inically significant mean differences 
between the charts in terms of endpoint refractive data, but, on average, the 
Snellen chart was faster to use. Chart rating depended on- the subject 's 
refractive status with more myopes preferring the Snellen chart and more 
hyperopes rating the grating chart higher. 
KEY WORDS: 
vision test charts, contrast sensitivity, gratings, Snellen, subjective 
refraction, refraction, refractive error. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Recently Vistech Consultants, lnc.a introduced a chart slide designed to 
be used as a refractive error determination target as well as a contrast 
sensitivity measurement device. The slide, part of Vistech's Vision 
Contrast Test System (VCTS), is known as the VCTS 7005 and evolved from 
the initial VCTS chart 1 developed by Ginsburg.b The slide projects a chart 
with two columns of circles (patches) each enclosing a sinusoidal grating 
with a specified spatial frequency and contrast. There are five sections on 
the chart with each section having from four to six grating patches with the 
same spatial frequency but differing contrasts. Spatial frequencies 
represented are 1.5, 3.0, 6.0, 12.0 and 18.0 cycles per degree (c/d) 
corresponding to visual acuities of 20/400, 20/200, 20/100, 20/50 and 
20/30, respectively. Gratings in each section diminish in contrast which 
makes them more difficult for the patient to detect. 
The gratings are allgned in one of three orientations: rotated 15° to the 
right, vertical or rotated 15° to the left. These orientations are randomly 
arranged and aid the examiner in determining if the patient can detect the 
presence of the grating in each circle. Below and to the right of the 18.0 
c/d section, there is a horizontal 12.0 c/d grating for refracting subjects 
who have with-the-rule astigmatism. To the left of this grating there is an 
astigmatic clock dial and on the bottom of the sllde there is a Snellen chart 
with letter sizes of 20/400, 20/200, 20/100, 20/80, 20/50, 20/30 and 
20/20. Physically, the slide is constructed to match the characteristics of 
standard Snellen slides and thus fits most American Optical projectors. 
Although the major application of this slide and the reason for its 
development involve testing contrast sensitivity at various spatial 
frequencies to assess visual system health and function,2·3 several claims 
are also made about its value as a refraction target. It is suggested that a 
subjective refraction can be accomplished faster, more accurately, and with 
better patient acceptance using the grating chart versus using the standard 
Snellen letter chart. A Vistech VCTS Product User's Guide4 notes that when 
used as a refraction target, the VCTS 7005 saves time, is objective 
(provides a forced-choice), provides more precise refractions, and checks 
against over-refraction. The same Guide also notes that refracting with the 
VCTS sine wave gratings is more efficient than refracting using the 
standard Snellen acuity chart and reduces refracting time by 30%. The VCTS 
Application ManualS notes that the VCTS 7005 chart eliminates 
re-refraction of returning patients who may have been over-corrected and 
reduces initial refracting time by 30%. These claims are made again by 
Ginsburg and Kurzer in a poster abstract which indicates that " ... refracting 
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using gratings proved quicker, at least as accurate, and easier than letters 
for a 11 pat i ents:·6 
In summarizing his perceptions regarding the usefulness of the grating 
slide as a refraction target, Ginsburg has stated that " ... sine wave gratings 
from Vistech ... are proving to be a faster, easier, more accurate, and more 
objective tool for refraction." He also states that, "The VCTS provides 
sphere, axis, and cyllnder in a more sensitive, quick, and accurate manner 
preferred by patients because of its objectivity and ease."7 These claims 
obviously raise a series of questions which all vision care providers need to 
have answered. 
To determine how refractive errors measured with Snellen and grating 
chart targets would compare, an experiment was designed in which two 
experienced optometrists used both charts to examine thirty hyperopes and 
thirty myopes divided by age into three categories. The goal of the project 
was to use times required to obtain refractive errors, refractive error 
values and subject ratings to determine which chart type makes the better 
target to use for measuring refractive errors. 
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METHODS 
Subjects 
Thirty hyperopes and thirty myopes in the age categories 8 to 14 years, 
20 to 40 years, and 45 years and over volunteered for this experiment. 
These categories were labeled "Children," "Young Adults" and "Older Adults," 
respectively. Subjects had max imum refractive ranges of +6.00 or -6.00 
diopters of sphere, up to 3.00 diopters of cylinder and no more than 1.00 
diopter of anisometropia. All could be corrected to 20/25 or better at 20 
feet and were free of significant ocular and/or. systemic anomalies. No 
subjects wore rigid contact lenses and three wore soft lenses. All were 
familiar with the Snellen chart but none had previously seen the VCTS chart. 
Examiners 
Two experienced military optometrists examined each subject using each 
chart. Information supplied by Vistech indicated that " ... to feel and approach 
proficiency in refracting with sine wave gratings, a minimum of ten to 
twenty patients should be run previous to actually testing patients." 
(Kurzer, AR, Vistech Staff Optometrist, Personal Written Communication, 
May 1986). Thus each examiner used the grating chart to examine 18 
subjects prior to beginning the study. (Data from these subjects are not 
included in the analyses below.) 
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Refractive Error Determinations 
Examinations were conducted in 6.0 meter rooms. Background 
luminances of the Snellen and grating charts were adjusted to 130 candelas 
per square meter (nits) as measured with a Tektronix J-16 Photometer 
coupled to a J-6523 luminance probe ( 1° acceptance angle). These levels 
were checked at each refractive error determination with a General Electric 
Type 213 cosine-corrected 1 ight meter. 
Subjects were refracted by each examiner with each chart using a 
sequence which counter-balanced the effects of examiner and chart -orders. 
An A.O. Ultramatic phoropter was used for all examinations. 
At the beginning of each refractive error determination, the examiner, 
having no prior knowledge of the subject's prescription, performed 
retinoscopy and set the refractive error correction thus determined into the 
phoropter. A stopwatch was then used to determine the time required for 
the subjective refractive error determination from the beginning of the 
monocular evaluation of the right eye to the determination of the subject's 
best binocular visual acuity. 
When the Snellen chart was to be used, the examiner performed 
retinoscopy on each eye using large letters as targets. He then started the 
timer, occluded the left eye, and found the spherical lens that would allow 
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the subject to read the smallest 11ne possible. The Jackson cross cylinder 
was used to determine cylinder power and axis for maximum acuity. 
Following removal of the cross cylinder lens, sphere power was refined to 
produce maximum monocular acuity. This procedure was then repeated for 
the left eye. The subject was next balanced by dissociating with vertical 
prisms and fogging to 20/40. The sphere powers were refined to obtain 
equal clarity of the two images, then the prisms were removed and sphere 
power was again refined binocularly to obtain maximum acuity. The timer 
was stopped and theelapsed time, best acuities and refractive errors were 
recorded. 
When the grating chart was to be used during refraction, the initial 
retinoscopy was performed using the highest contrast 12 c/d grating as a 
target. The subjective portion of the refraction was designed to be parallel 
to the Snellen procedures and to be simllar to the procedures recommended 
by Vistech.6 After starting the timer, the left eye was occluded and the 
sphere value which allowed the subject to see the patch with the highest 
spatial frequency and the lowest contrast was determined. At this point, 
the introduction of either plus or minus 0.50 diopter sphere decreased 
clarity. The examiner then isolated the highest contrast vertical 12 c/d 
patch for against-the-rule and oblique astigmats or the high contrast 
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horizontal grating patch for with-the-rule astigmats. Next, the Jackson 
cross cylinder was used to determine the cyllnder power and axis which 
allowed the subject to see this grating most clearly. The cross cylinder 
lens was removed and the sphere value refined until adding plus or minus 
0.25 diopters decreased the clarity of the highest spatial frequency grating 
at the lowest contrast the subject could see. The occluder was then 
switched and the process repeated for the left eye. When the monocular 
refractions were completed, fogging was accomplished by adding plus 
sphere power until the highest ~ontrast 12 c/d grating was barely 
discernible. The subject was then dissociated with vertical prisms and 
balanced by refining the sphere powers. The prisms were removed and 
sphere powers were adjusted binocularly to determine the highest spatial 
frequency and lowest contrast patch that the subject could correctly 
identify. The timer was stopped, the refractive errors noted, and the last 
patch correctly identified was recorded as the subject's best binocular 
visual acuity. 
At the end of all examinations, each subject was given a questionnaire 
and asked to rate each chart on a 1 to 7 scale with 1 meaning "I didn't like it 
at all," and 7 meaning "I liked it a lot." Subjects were also requested to 
write short narratives justifying their ratings. 
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RESULTS 
Initial data analyses involved determining if there were significant 
changes in refraction times for the two examiners over the course of study. 
If refraction times decreased, especially with the grating chart, this would 
suggest that the examiners were sti 11 learning to use the chart and would 
render refraction time comparisons between the chart types questionable. 
Figure 1 shows refraction times versus subjects for each examiner and 
chart type. Examiner 2 became slightly faster with both the Snellen and 
grating charts while Examiner 1 became slightly faster wi_th the Snellen and 
slower with the grating chart during the course of the study. 
To determine inter-examiner reliability, mean spherical equivalents, 
sphere and cylinder powers and refraction times were correlated across 
subjects and chart types for the two examiners. Correlation coefficients 
were 0.978, 0.985, 0.827, and 0.527, respectively. Although the refractive 
time correlation is somewhat low, the values of the other coefficients 
suggest sufficient inter-examiner reliability to allow data to be combined 
across examiners. Thus all data presented below represent mean values for 
the two examiners. For refractive error determinations, data are reported 
for each eye and for refraction times and chart ratings, data are reported 
for each subject. 
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To compare spherical equivalents, spheres and cylinder powers, repeated 
measures analyses of variance (ANOVA) were used with chart type as the 
repeated factor.B Subjects were divided into hyperopes and myopes and 
then subdivided into three age groups per refractive error category. When an 
ANOVA yielded a significant F (p<0.05), Scheffe tests with a significance 
level of p<O.lO were used to determine which groups were significantly 
different from which others.g 
Table 1 presents the ANOVA source and incidence tables for the spherical 
equivalent data. The source table indicates that across all subjects, the 
chart types produced significantly different values. The refractive status 
by chart type (AC) incidence table shows that the grating chart gave 
hyperopes 0.040 diopters Jess plus and gave myopes 0.035 diopters more 
minus. Although these mean differences are statistically significant, they 
are well below the level of clinical significance. 
ANOVA source and incidence tables for sphere and cylinder powers are 
shown as Tables 2 and 3. There were no significant differences between 
the data obtained with the two charts. Note that in the age by refractive 
status (AB) incidence table for cylinder powers both charts detected 
increases in cylinder powers with increasing subject age. 
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ScMrce: df: Swn of Squarts: t1Nn Squar"t : F-t.st : Pvab: 
btr~ sutus (A) 1 624.173 624.173 174.796 1.M-4 
Aps(B) 2 J .967 1.994 .556 .5753 
AB 2 9.516 4.158 1.332 .2679 
smjtcts w . ..-4q)S 114 407.079 3.571 
ChlrL Type (C) 1 .D84 .o84 4.162 .0437 
~C. 1 2.904CE-4 2.904<E-4 .014 .9046 
BC 2 .D34 .017 .8J8 .435 
ABC 2 .()51 .025 1.256 .2888 
c x ujfcts w. ,.-..,s 114 2.293 .02 
Aps: Onlcrtn YoungAdults Older Adults Tmls: 
.3 40 40 40 120 Hljp«"ope 
.594 .899 .802 .765 !J (I) 
40 40 40 120 
.: Myope liD 
-2.326 -2.889 -2.166 -2.461 a: 
80 80 80 240 Tmk: 
-.866 -.995 -.682 -.848 
Chart Type SnellenOata YCTSDm Tmls: 
II' 60 60 120 ~ Hyperop. !J 
.785 .745 .765 (I) 
.: 
'""'ope 60 60 120 liD a: 
-2.443 -2.478 -2.461 
Tobk: 120 120 240 
-.829 -1367 -.848 
Table 1: ANOVA source (upper) and incidence (middle and lower) tables for 
spherical equivalent data in diopters. In the source table, the first column 
contains sources of variance including refractive status (A), age (B), and 
chart type (C). It also shows interaction terms as indicated by 
combinations of these letters. Columns 2 through 4 give values used to 
calculate the F-raties which are shown in Column 5. The sixth column gives 
the probability of each F-ratio. Values below 0.05 indicate a significant 
main effect or interaction. In the incidence tables, data are grouped to 
demonstrate the effects shown to be significant in the source table. Upper 
values in each cell show numbers of eyes tested while the lower values 
show mean dioptric values. 
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ScMrct: elf: 5wn of SqulrH: Ht.-.Squart: f-tHt: p n\Jt: 
R.trlettvt Stltus (A) 1 619.209 619.209 163.866 1.DE-4 
ilqK(B) 2 12.19 6.()95 1.61~ .20!8 
~ 2 8.369 4.184 1.107 .334 
ujtcts w. ,.~ 114 430.718 3.719 
Chart Type (C) 1 2.344£-3 2.344£-3 .o78 .7804 
IC 1 6.51(£-~ 6.51(£-~ 217 .6422 
BC 2 .D67 D34 1.12 .3299 
II!£ 2 3.646£-3 1.823E-3 D61 .9411 
C X m)jtctS 'r/. 9"~ 114 3.42 m 
Table 2: ANOVA source table for the spherical portion of the subjects are 
refractive errors expressed in diopters. The details of the source table are 
similar to those for Table 1. None of the P-values show a significant effect 
except for refractive status. 
~- Swn of SquarK. t1Nn ~- f-tfst · . . PnJw· 
Rtfract1vt Status (A) 1 ~273E-3 ~273[-3 7.267E-3 .9322 
AgH(B) 2 10.763 5.382 7.416 9.0E-4 
~ 2 .341 .171 235 .791 
subjects 'W. 9"~ 114 82.723 .726 
Chart Type (C) 1 .109 .109 2.172 .1433 
N:, 1 5.859£-4 5.859E-4 .012 .9143 
BC 2 .013 6.315E-3 .125 .8823 
II!£ 2 .015 7.617E-3 - .151 .8599 
c x smjects w. 9"~ 114 5.745 .05 
/vp..: Children VoungAdulls Older Adults Totals: 
"' Hyp«"~ 40 40 40 120 .a 
-.4 -.519 -.969 -.629 ~ (/) 40 40 40 120 
.: My opt 
• -.438 -.603 -.875 -.639 a: 
Tobls: 80 80 80 240 
-.419 -.561 -.922 -.634 
Table 3: ANOVA source (upper) and incidence (lower) tables for cylinder 
power data in diopters. Only the P-value for age is significant in the source 
table. The incidence table shows the data grouped by age and refractive 
status. In each cell the number of eyes tested (upper value) and the mean 
dioptric value (lower value) are shown. 
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Differences between cylinder axes determined by using the two charts 
were difficult to 21ssess statistically because of the discontinuity in values 
as u·1e horizontal axis is crossed To determine if the charts yielded 
clinically significant 21xis differences, Table 4 was prepared. It 
shows occurrence of axis differences between the degree limits indicated 
as a function of cylinder power. Most of the differences are for power·s of 
-l.OO diopters or less and axis shifts of under 20°. Wrlile some of these 
differences would be clinically significant, most would not. 
Tab 1e 5 sl1ows tr1e ANOVA source table for refractive error de term in at ion 
times and tr1e age by chart type (BC) incidence table . The source table 
si10WS a significant difference between refraction times for the chart 
type~.. Overa ll .. the grating char t produced slower refractions .. and z; 
significant interaction between chart type and subject age is st"10Wn. The 
incidence tatde sl1ows that tr1e Snellen refractions were faster for all age 
groups 2md tr1at tr1i5 advantage increased with subject age. Scr1eff e tests 
indica ted tl1at refraction tirnes were significantly different for each of tr1e 
tr1ree age groups. 
Tl1e source table in Table 6 sr10WS a significant difference in ratings for 
the two chart types witr1 tr1e Snellen chart being rated significantly higl1er. 
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Mean 
Cylinder 
Powers 
(diopters) 
Mean Axis Differences Between Chart Types (degrees) 
5-10 11-20 21-30 31+ 
0-0 .50 24 23 3 3 
' 
0.51-1.00 22 16 3 2 
, .01-1 _,o 12 4 0 ·o 
1.51 + 7 0 0 0 
Table 4: Mean cylinder powers for all chart type/examiner/subject 
combinations are shown versus mean axis differences found between chart 
types for each examiner/subject combination. Axis differences of 4 degrees 
or less were deemed clinically insignificant and are not shown. 
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Swn of Squir.s: t1Nn Squ.-.: f-ttst: P nlut': 
R•fractive Status (A) 1 2288.133 2288.133 £#7 .4165 
Agts (9) 2 17029.754 8514.871 2.495 .092 
AB 2 5249.504 2624."7S2 .769 .4685 
smjt'cts w. ,..~ 54 184310.35 3413.155 
Chart Type (C) 1 136282.8 136282.8 207.629 1«-4 
#£ 1 1366.875 1366.875 2.()82 .154S 
BC 2 5714.863 2857.431 4.353 D177 
MJC. 2 70.312 35.156 .054 .9479 
C X Sli)jects "W. ~ ~ 35444.4 ~.378 
Chart Type SnellenOala YCTSData Totals: 
20 20 40 Chllcren 
185.5 240.725 213.113 
!. Yomg Milts 20 20 40 
-< 182.225 242~ 212.363 
Olclfr Adults 20 20 40 
194.65 281.35 238 
Totals: 60 60 120 187.4~ ~.858 221.1~ 
Table 5: ANOVA source (upper) and incidence (lower) tables for refraction 
times. P-values that show significance are for chart type and its 
interaction with subject age. The BC incidence table shows the number of 
subjects (upper value) and the mean refraction times in seconds (lower 
value) in each ce 11. 
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. &m of Squares· ~an Square· F-ttst: . P value: 
RW~t SUtus (A) 1 ~.633 ~..633 2.498 .1199 
Aps(B) 2 9S17 4.259 1.999 .1612 
IB 2 3.017 1.508 .669 S166 
ujtots w. CT~ 54 121.8 2~ 
Charl Type (C) 1 e.m e.m 4.1~9 .()463 
/IC, 1 192 192 9.357 .()035 
BC 2 1S17 .758 37 -'928 
IIJC 2 12.95 6.475 3.156 .D506 
Cxdjtctsw.~ ~ 110.8 2m2 
Ages: Childr"en Yocmg Adults Older Adults 
Chart Type SnellenOata YCTS Data SnellenData YCTSD1ta SnellenOata YCTS Dilta Tot1ls: 
~ 
.... 
.s (I) 
~ 
a> 
ex: 
10 10 10 10 10 10 60 Hyperope 
5 4.9 4.6 5.5 4.4 4.4 4.8 
10 10 10 10 10 10 60 Myope 5.9 5.5 6.3 3.8 5.5 4.4 5233 
20 20 20 20 20 20 120 Tot.als: 5.45 52 5.45 4.65 4.95 4.4 5.017 
Tab 1 e 6: ANO VA source (upper) and incidence (1 ower) tab 1 es for chart 
preferences. The source table shows that chart type, its interaction with 
refractive status, and its interaction with age and refractive status 
combined are significant effects. The ABC incidence table shows the 
number of eyes tested (upper value) and the mean ratings (lower value) in 
each cell. 
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The age by refractive error by chart type (ABC) incidence table indicates the 
reason for the significant three-vvay interaction seen in the source table. 
Chlldren and older adult hyperopes rated the charts about the same, but 
young adult my opes rated the Snellen chart higher than the grating chart. 
Conversely, the young adult hyperopes liked the grating chart better. 
DISCUSSION 
The purpose of this project vvas to evaluate claims regarding the 
efficacy of the Vistech VCTS 700S slide as a refractive error determination 
target. Based upon the data presented above, many of the claims made for 
the slide vvere not supported. Across subjects, there vvere no clinically 
significant differences in refractive error determined using the two chart 
types. The grating chart did not provide more "accurate" refractions than 
did the Snellen chart. This result might have been different, hovvever, if the 
examiners had been less experienced clinicians vvith a tendency to 
over-minus subjects. When refracting vvith Snellen letters, over-minusing 
is detected by the subjects' report of the 1 etters becoming darker and 
smaller vvhich is sometimes difficult to detect. However, vvith the grating 
chart, over-minusing causes the image of the grating to become less clear 
or to disappear altogether vvhich is relatively easy for the subject to 
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recognize. This difference in response to over-minusing might be the 
greatest single advantage of the grating over the Snellen chart. 
With respect to times required to obtain refractive errors, the Vistech 
chart proved to take approximately 30% longer than the Snellen chart. Thus 
the Vistech claim regarding quicker refractions with the grating slide was 
also not supported. There were probably two main reasons why refractions 
took longer with the grating slide. The first relates to the physical 
arrangement of the gratings on the slide itself. The VCTS 700S uses a 
horizontal 12 c/d grating to determine cylinder power and axis for subjects 
who have with-the-rule astigmatism. This particular grating is located 
below all the other gratings on the chart and was difficult and 
time-consuming to locate.c A second probable reason for slower refractive 
error determinations with the grating slide was lack of subject fami 1 iarity 
with it. As stated previously, all of the subjects had been examined using 
the Snellen chart prior to this experiment, but none had ever seen the 
grating chart before. Even though care was taken to show the chart to the 
subjects and explain its use prior to collecting refractive error data, its 
relative newness might have slowed some subjects' responses. 
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Subjects were divided on their ratings of the charts. Although claims of 
better patient acceptance of the grating versus the Snellen chart could not 
be supported, there was a very interesting difference between ratings for 
hyperopes and myopes. Young adult hyperopes rated the grating chart higher 
but myopes in the same age group gave higher ratings to the Snellen chart. 
One reason for the difference might be that myopes have probably been 
examined more often than hyperopes and might be more familiar with the 
Snellen chart Other clues for these rating differences came from the 
subjects' comments justifying their ratings. Subjects who rated the 
Snellen chart higher said that letters were easier to see, more familiar and 
not as "closely-spaced" as the higher frequency sine wave gratings on the 
VCTS 7005. They also noted that it was easier to see differences in clarity 
and shapes of the letters, especially fo11owing lens changes. These subjects 
noted that there were numerous letter shapes but only a few grating 
orientations. This gave them more confidence in being able to correctly 
name letters as opposed to grating orientations. Finally, several subjects 
suggested they could memorize the grating orientations for each spatial 
frequency thus rendering the VCTS 7005 chart less effective for them. 
The subjects who rated the VCTS 7005 chart higher noted that the 
gratings were easier to see than the Snellen letters, that the gratings 
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provided less pressure to perform "correctly", that the forced-choice effect 
of either seeing or not seeing the grating with lens changes made them more 
confident, and that they liked the grating chart because it was "new and 
different." Those subjects also said they preferred the gratings because 
they did not require a graded assessment of progressively "darker and 
blacker" letters. They liked simple, forced choice statements such as, "Yes, 
I see the grating," or "No, I do not see the grating," as opposed to more 
abstract questions regarding the letters getting smaller or blacker? 
Finally, some subjects felt more comfortable with the challenge of 
discriminating gratings versus identifying letters and concentrated harder 
on the grating chart during the refraction. 
Because of the c 1 ear preferences for one chart type or the other by many 
subjects, the practitioner might wish to experiment with individual 
patients to determine which chart type they would prefer. As a first choice, 
however, the practitioner would be wise to use the Snellen chart for myopes 
and to try the grating chart for hyperopes. 
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CONCLUSION 
This experiment demonstrated that the VCTS 700S can be used as a 
refraction target. The slide was generally easy to use and functioned 
similarly to a conventional chart. Examiners quickly learned to work with 
this new chart and subjects quickly learned to give correct responses. In 
addition to its use as a refraction target, the grating chart can be used to 
test patients' contrast sensitivities, and this is of considerable value in 
disease detection. It was not determined, however, if optometric tests such 
as phorias and ductions could be conducted with the VCTS 700S gratings or 
whether Snellen letter targets would be more appropriate for these tests. 
In summary, the Vistech VCTS 700S appears to be a useful new item of 
optometric equipment. In spite of some possibly over-enthusiastic claims 
regarding its application to refractive error determinations, it has the 
ability to assess contrast sensitivity functions 10 and can be used during 
routine refractive error determinations. Finally, its acceptance by many 
hyperopes is noteworthy. These attributes make acquisition worth 
considering, but it is much too soon to suggest that the VCTS 700S chart 
will replace the Snellen chart as a refraction target for all patients. 
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the slide to move the 12 c/d horizontal grating to a more accessible 
position on the slide. 
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GUIDE TO APPENDICES 
I-VI 
DATA INTERPRETATION FOR APPENDICES I-IV 
Data columns in Appendices 1-11 I show dioptric values in eighths of a 
diopter w1th no decimal points. For instance, 750 1nd1cates +0.75 d1opters 
wh11e -2125 indicates -2.125 d1opters. To f1nd the dioptric value move the 
decimal to the left 3 places. The decimal places are shown in their correct 
positions in the data analysts portions of these Appendices. 
In Appendices I-IV, the word "Individual" in the title headings indicates 
that data and resultant analyses are based on values produced by either 
Examiner # 1 or Examiner #2. The word "Combined" indicates that data 
presented are averages of the values produced by both examiners. 
In Appendix IV, refraction times in data columns and statistical analyses 
are in seconds. . In the Combined Refraction Times Data columns, 
odd-numbered entries represent refraction times for Examiner # 1 and 
even-numbered entries represent times for Examiner #2. 
In Appendices 1-V, data for more than 10 subjects per group are shown. 
Data below subject number 10 are from subjects who did not meet 
acceptance criteria or who were dropped to equate group sizes. Data from 
these "extra" subjects were not used in any analyses. 
In Appendix VI, data for extra subjects numbered 10, 24, 53, 54, 56, and 
60 are shown but these data were not used in any analyses. 
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lndividue~l Spr1 Eqvs Meons (Snellen & VCTS) 
X1: Ex.1 Sn~ll~n & YCTS Sph~rical Eqvs 
Mean: Std. Dt>v.: Std. Error: Variance: Cot-f. Var . : Count: 
1-.792 12.139 1.138 14.577 1-270.069 
Minimum: 
-6.625 5.375 -190.125 
X2: Ex2 Sneol~n & VCTS Spherical Eqvs 
Std.Dev.: Std.Error: Variance: Coef.Var.: Count: 
1-.898 12.105 1.136 14.43 1-234.399 1 
-6.625 5.125 -215.5 
lndividuol Sph Eqvs Correlations (Snellen & VCTS) 
Corr. Codf. X1: Ex.1 Sn~lJe.n & YCTS Sph~ical Eqvs Y1: Ex.2 Snell~--
Covariance : Correlation: Count: 
1.978 
R--squared: 
1.956 
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Combined Sphericel Equtvelents ANOVA 
Sotrc.: df: &In of Squans: Mtan Squart: F-t.st: Pvalut: 
RtfriOtfvt Stnll (A) 1 624.173 624.173 174.796 1..oE-4 
AgH(B) 2 ~.967 1.984 .556 .sm 
NJ 2 9~16 4.~ 1.!32 .2679 
subjtots y . .,-oups 114 407!J79 i.571 
Rtptmd HtaRrt (C) 1 .()84 .Q84 4.162 .()4~ 
N:. 1 2.9040E-4 2.9040[-4 .014 .9046 
EIC 2 .()34 .017 .838 .435 
ABC 2 .()51 D25 1.256 .2888 
Cxs:W~Y._F~ 114 2.293 D2 
Then wen no misnlig c.lls folm. 
Agts: Children Vow.g Ad. .. Oldtr MI. .. Totals: 
~p«opt 40 40 40 120 ,; 
.594 .899 .802 .765 
-
.... 
-~ 40 40 40 120 
.t: Myope 
I~ -2.326 -2.889 -2.166 -2.461 
Touls: eo eo eo 240 
-.866 -.995 -.682 -.848 
RtpNtfd Mta. .. Sntllen D .•• YCTS l>ita Totals: 
1-iJper• 60 60 120 ,; 
.185 .745 .765 ... .... 
~ 60 60 120 ~ ~ope 1: -2.443 -2.478 -2.461 
Touls: 120 120 240 
-.829 -.867 -.848 
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Comb1ned Sphericol Equ1volents ANOVA 
TMBCIKW.aa1._J. 
RtpNt.dMN. .. Sntllln D ••. YCTSDitl Totals: 
Childrtn 
40 40 80 
-.834 -.898 -.966 
l YCMDJ Aclllts 40 40 80 
c -.m -.998 
--'" 
Older Milts 40 40 80 
--"1 -.703 -.682 
Totals: 120 120 240 
-.829 -.867 -.848 
Agt$: Childrtn Yomg Adults O'ldtr Ach .. 
~aWMfa. •• Sne-llen D •.. YCTS D11ta Sne-llen D ••• YCTSO.ta Sne-llen D ••. 
ttJPfl"ope 
20 20 20 20 20 
i 
.613 .575 .897 .9 .844 .., 
0 20 20 20 20 20 .. ~ Hv~ 1: -2.281 -2.371 -2.982 -2.897 -2.166 
Totals: 40 40 40 40 40 
-.834 -.898 -.992 -.998 -.661 
Ages: Older ML .. Totals: RepeoatM ......... YCTSData 
ttJP«"opt 
20 120 
> 
.76 .165 oro 
-0 .. 20 120 ~ Hvope 
:. -2.166 -2.461 
Totals: 40 240 
-.103 -.848 
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I ndi vi dual Spheres Means 
X1: Ex.1 Sn~llen/YCTS Sph~r-~s (00/0S} 
HE'an: Std. l>ev . : Std . Error: Varianct': Cot-f. Yar.: Count: 
1-.454 12.142 1.138 14.587 1-471.563 1240 
Minimum : Maximum: 
-6 6 -109 
X2: Ex-2 SD•n.n/VCTS Sph•n~ (00/0S) 
Mean : Std. Dev. : Std. Error : V atianc~ : Coef. V ar. : Count : 
1-.599 12.115 1.137 14.473 1-353.111 
1-6 js.s 1-143.75 Sum SqtW"~: • Miss:1ng : Minimum: ~: Sum: 
lndividut~l Spheres Correlations 
Cor-r-. Coeff_ X1: Ex.1 Sne11en/YCTS SpMr-u (OD/OS) Y1: Ex..2 SneJJe __ 
Count: Covarianct>: Corn•lation : 
1.985 1.971 
R-squart>d : 
16 
Combined Spheres ANOVA 
Sotrce: elf: Stm of Squares: Mta~ Square: F-test: P vallt: 
RefriettYe St.atus (A) 1 619.209 619.209 163.866 1.0E-4 
AgH(B) 2 12.19 6.095 1.613 .2038 
IS 2 8.369 4.184 1.107 .334 
ujects w. arcq,s 114 430.178 3.779 
R..,.ated Mfastre (C) 1 2.344£-3 2.344£-3 .078 .7804 
At 1 6.51()[-3 6.510E-3 211 .6422 
-
BC 2 .D67 .Q34 1.12 .3299 
IBC 2 3.646£-3 1.823E-3 .D61 .9411 
C X 5W)jfcts 'fl. ~ 114 3.42 .o3 
Ther• were no missing ~ns foood. 
Ag.s: Ctnldnn Vomg M. .. Older Mu. .. Totals: 
Hyperope 40 40 40 120 >-
.794 1.15 1.288 LOTI .... .. 
~ 40 40 40 120 ~ ~ope ~ -2.106 -2.588 -1.712 -2.135 
Totals: 
80 80 80 240 
-.656 -.719 -213 -S29 
Repe~ed Mea .. Snellfn D ... YCTS Data Totals: 
Hyperope 60 60 120 ,.: 
1.D69 1.085 1.on 
-
-a 60 60 120 ~ Myope 1: -2.133 -2.138 -2.135 
Totals: 
120 120 240 
-.532 -.526 -S29 
17 
Combined Spheres ANOVA 
Repeated Mea. .. Snellen D ... YCTSD~ta Tmls: 
40 40 eo 
Clnldrftl 
-.641 -£>72 -.656 
l YCKmg Milts 40 40 eo 
-< -.719 -.719 -.719 
Older Mults 
40 40 eo 
- 2"!;7 -.188 -213 
Totals: 120 120 240 
-.532 -..526 -.529 
Pap 1 ef tM ABC lllciMa~:1 u.-.. 
Agts: Clnldnn Yomg Adults Older Adu. .. 
~at~Hta.. .. hllenD ... YCTSData Snellen D ... YCTSData Snellen D ... 
Hyperope 20 20 20 20 20 > -... 
.8 .788 1.15 1.15 1256 .., 
0 
20 20 20 20 20 .. ~ Myope 
I~ -2.001 -2.1i1 -2.588 -2see -1.7i1 
Totals: 40 40 40 40 40 
-.641 -J>n -.719 -.719 -Z57 
Ages: Older Adu. .• Totals: Repeated Mea. .. YCTS Data 
Hyperope 20 120 > 1.319 1.0TI .... .., 
0 20 120 .. ~ Myope 1: -1.694 -2.1i5 
Totals: 40 240 
-.188 -.529 
18 
APPENDIX Ill 
CYLINDERS DATA AND STATISTICAL ANALYSES 
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COMBINED CYLINDERS 
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Its • 20 
lndi viduol Cylinders Meons 
X1: Ex.1 Sn~llton/YCTS CvlindH"s (OD/OS) 
Mean : Std . Dev.: Std. Error: Variance : Coef. Yar.: Count : 
1-.7 1.684 1.044 1.468 1-97.6% , 240 
Minimum: Maximum : Range: Sum: Sum Squared : • Missing: 
1-3 lo 13 1-168 1229.375 lo 
X2: Ex..2 Saelt.a/VCTS c,linden; (OD/OS) 
Mean: Std. Dev. : Std. Error: Variance: Coef. Yar.: Count: 
1-.582 1.64 1.041 1.41 1-109.935 ]240 
Minimum: M~: Range: Sum: Sum SquarM: • Missing : 
1-3 jo 13 1-139.75 1179.312 jo 
Individual Cylinders Correlations 
Cor..-. Coe-ff. X1 : Ex .1 S~JleaiYCTS c,liftder-s (OD/OS) Y1 : Ex.2 SML. 
Count: Covarianct-: Correlation: 
!.362 1.827 , .683 
R-squared : 
21 
Combined Cylinders ANOVA 
RfPfattdMta. .. SMllen D ... YCTSint.l Totals: 
40 40 80 Ch~ -.~1 -.45 -.419 
l 'l'oq Adults 40 40 80 
< -.~7 --~ -.~1 
40 40 80 OldH- Adults 
-.903 -.941 -.922 
Totals: 120 
120 240 
-.613 -.655 -.634 
Agfs: Children Yomg Milts Older Mu. .. 
Repeoattd ~a. .. Snelltn D ... YCTS Data SMlltniL YCTS Data Snellen D ... 
Hyperope 20 20 20 20 20 > 
-.375 -.425 -.506 -.531 -.938 .... 
-0 20 20 20 20 20 .. 
.t: 1-tjope 
I~ -.4 -.475 -.587 -.619 -.969 
Totals: 40 40 40 40 40 
-.387 -.45 -.547 -.575 -.903 
P~ 2 ef tM ABC llllcilletaa tMJ. 
~: Older Adu. .. Totals: Repeated ~a. .. YCTS Data 
Hyperope 20 t20 i 
-1 -.629 
-
0 
20 120 .. 
.t: 1-tjope 1: -.891 -.639 
Totals: 
40 240 
-.941 -.634 
22 
Combined Cylinders A NOVA 
df: Scm of Squar-tS: Mean Square: F-test: Pva~: 
Rtfr .mve Status (.+.) 1 5.213E-3 ~213E-3 7.261E-3 .9322 
.+tgH (B) 2 10.7~ 5~ 7.<J16 9.(£-<J 
IS 2 .341 .171 .235 .191 
sm~ts v. Gf'cq)S 114 82.723 .126 
Repeated Measw-e (C) 1 .109 .109 2.172 .1433 
N:, 1 5.859[-<J 5.859[-<J .012 .9143 
BC 2 .013 6.315£-3 .125 .8823' 
ABC 2 .015 7.611E-3 .151 .8599 
C X sWjects 'W. 9'"~ 114 ~.74~ .OS 
Then vwe no missing ctlls f~ . 
.+tgtS: Childrtn VomgM .. Older .+tdu. •• Totals: 
Hy~ 40 40 40 120 ,;. 
-.4 -.519 - -.969 -.629 ._ 
.... 
~ 40 40 40 120 ~ My opt> ;:_ -.<J38 -.603 -.815 -.639 
Touk: 80 eo 80 240 
-.419 -.561 -.922 -.634 
R~at@d~a. .. Sne'""' 1> ••• YCTS Data Totals: 
Hyper. 60 60 120 i. 
-.606 -.652 -.629 
.... 
a 60 60 120 ~ Myope 
: -.619 -.658 -.639 
Touk: 120 120 240 
-.613 -.655 -.634 
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APPENDIX IV 
REFRACTION TIME DATA AND STATISTICAL ANALYSES 
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INDIVIDUAL REFRACTION TIMES 
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lndividuol Refroction Times Meons (Snellen&, YCTS) 
X1 : Ex.1 Rtofnetion Tlmf's (Snf'llf'n&YCTS) 
t-1e<an: Std . Dev .: Std. Error : Coef. Yar. : Count: 
1233.275 
Minimum: 
95 445 27993 
X2: Ex.2 R~fnct1on T1m~s (Sn~n~n&YCTS) 
Std. Oev.: Std. Error : Variance: Coef. Var . : Count: 
163.446 15.792 14025.444 130.436 1120 
Minimum: Maximum : 
78 450 25015 
Individual Refraction Times Correlation (Snellen & VCTS) 
Corr. Ceeff. X1: Ex.1 Rf'fraetion Times (SMllton&YCTS) Y1: Ex.2 R•f ... 
Count : Covariance : Correlatioo : R-sqyared : 
12044.512 ,.527 ,.277 
' = .546x -t- 91 .02_, R-squar~d: .277 
,....._ 500 
(/) 
,_ 
450 0 0 > ~ 
400 c 
:!!- 0 
.. 350 c (/) 
'-" 
'Ill 300 
• 
.§ 
1- 250 
c: 
-S! 200 .... 0 j1J 
¢ 150 Ql 
0: 
~ 100 oo X 
w 
50 
50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450 500 
Ex.1 Re-fradivr. Tlme-s (Sne-llen&VCTS) 
26 
lndividuol Chronologi co1 Refroction Times Meons 
Xt : Ex~miner 1 Snelle-n 
Mt>an : Std . Dev . : Std . Error : Variance : Cot-f. Var.: Count: 
1201267 151.309 [6.624 12632.64 125.493 160 
M1n1mum : Maximum: 
95 304 12076 
X2: b.:~rnin~~ 2 ~~ ~~n 
Mean : Std. Dev. : Std. Error : Varianct>: Cot-f. Var.: Count : 
1174.983 140.528 15232 11642.525 123.161 160 
Maximum: 
78 261 10499 
~3: E~-.niu~i 1 VCTS 
Mt>an : Std. Dev.: Std. Error: Variance: Coef. Var.: Count: 
1266.283 ls2.605 16.791 12767291 119.755 11 60 
Minimum: Maximum: Range: Sum : Sum Squart"d: • Missing : 
1111 l«s 1274 115977 , 4417679 lo 
A.f: t:xaminer 2 vi:i~ 
~an: Std.lX!v.: Std. Error: Yar"iaO*: ~f.Yar.: 
1241.933 164.788 la.364 14197.453 ,26.779 
Minimum: Maximum: 
108 450 14516 
Individual Chronological Refraction Times Correlations 
Corr- Coeff_ X1 : Examiner 1 Snellen Y1 : Examiner 2 Snellen 
Covariance : Correlation: 
11346.692 1.648 
R-squared : 
, .419 
Count: Cov~: Correlat-ion: 
1622.199 l.t93 
R-squar~: 
1.033 
27 
lndividu~:~l Refr~:~ction Times Correl~:~tion 
Cerr. ~ff _ X 1 : Examine-r 1 Y 1 : Examine-r 2 
Cotmt: Cov arianctt : Corrtt lat'ion : R-squar~d : 
1.286 1.535 
28 
lndividuell Refroction Times ANOVA 
Source: df: Sum of Squares : Mean Square: F-test: P value: 
Refracttve Status (A) 1 6303.n 6303.n 1.~ .3182 
Ages (B) 2 33163.725 16581.862 2.644 .0755 
AB 2 10764.975 5382.488 .858 .4267 
subjects 'YI . Qroups 114 7150402 6272282 
Repeated Measure (C) 1 43201.667 43201.667 22.792 1.0E-4 
AC 1 5115267 5115267 2.699 .1032 
BC 2 5850.608 2925.304 1.543 2181 
ABC 2 4862.758 2431.379 1.283 .2813 
C x subjects "YY. groups 114 216085.7 1895.48'9 
Agtos : Children 'r'OUfl9 Ad ... Oldt'T" Adu ... Totals: 
: 40 40 40 120 
.i Hype-rop~ - 207.525 198.075 240.3 215.3 
-0 
"' 
40 40 40 120 
-!: My opes 
~ 218.65 224275 233.725 225.55 
Totals : 80 80 80 240 
213.087 211.175 237.D12 220 .425 
Rt>pt>att'd Mea ... Examint'T" 1 Examint'T" 2 Totals: 
Hyper opes 60 60 120 i 2'24.1 206.5 215.3 
-~ 60 60 120 ~ t'·lyopes 
~ 243.583 207.517 225.55 
Touls: 120 120 240 
233.842 207.00.5 220.425 
29 
I ndi vidufll Refroction Times AN OVA 
R~at~dMea ... Examiner 1 Examiner 2 Totals: 
40 40 80 
Childr~n 226275 199.9 213.087 
1111 40 40 80 
• Young Adu 'Its 0" 230.75 191.6 211.175 
-4: 
40 40 80 Old~r Adults 244.5 229.525 237.D12 
Totals: 
120 120 240 
233.842 207.008 220.425 
Ages: Childre-n Young Adults Olde-r Adu .. . 
Re-peate-d ME-a ... Examin~r 1 Exami~r 2 Examine-r 1 Examine-r 2 Exam1ne-r 1 
: 20 20 20 20 20 
> H!Jperopes 216.9 198.15 218.1 178.05 237.3 +' 
0 20 20 20 .. 20 20 ¢: Myope::; 
~~ 235.65 201 .65 243.4 205.15 251.7 
Totals: 
40 40 40 40 40 
226.275 199.9 230.75 191.6 244.5 
Page 2 of tbe ABC lncidtmce table 
Age-s: Olde-r Mu .. . 
Repeat€-d t-·tt-a ... Examiner 2 Totals: 
: 20 120 
> Hypet-opes 243.3 215.3 -~ 
-0 
'II 20 120 ¢: Myop~?s 
i&: 215.75 225.55 
Totals : 
40 240 
229.525 220.425 
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Combined Refraction Times ANOVA 
RfPeated Mea. .. Snellen D .•. YCTS Dlta Totals: 
Chilcren 
20 20 40 
185.5 240.725 213.113 
I Yow;a Adults 20 20 40 
.f 182~ 242~ 212.363 
O'ldK Adults 20 20 40 194.65 281.15 238 
Totals: 60 60 120 187.4:SS ~.a:ss 221.1:SS 
Ages: Chfldren 'fCKilCJ Adults Oldtr Mu. .. 
~atedtott-a. .. Snt~D ... YCTSData Snt~D •.. YCTSDita Snt~D ... 
Hyperope 10 10 10 10 10 ,.: 182.35 232.7 174.15 226.4 202.3 .... 
-0 10 10 10 10 10 .. ~ Myope 
: 100.65 248.75 199.7 258.6 187 
Totals: 20 20 20 20 20 185.5 240.725 182.225 242.5 194.6S 
P~ 2 ef tM ABC IMW..C. U.le 
~s: Older Mu. .. Totals: Repeated Mea. .. YCTS Data 
HIJperope 
10 60 
,.: 282.25 216.792 .... ., 
0 10 60 .. ~ Myope 1: 280.45 225.525 
Totals: 20 120 281.35 221.158 
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Combined Refraction Times ANOVA 
Source: df: Stm of Squar.s: Mfan Square: F-test: PnliP: 
Refr".-ctin Status (A) 1 2288.133 2288.133 .67 .4165 
~(B) 2 11029.154 8514.877 2.495 .092 
IB 2 5249.504 2624.752 .769 .4685 
gjects ,_ W"~ 54 184310.35 3413.155 
I Reputed Me~ (C) 1 136282.8 136282.8 207.629 1.M-4 
N:, 1 1366.875 1366.875 2.082 .1548 
BC " 2 5714..86! 2851.431 4.353 ..0177 
N3C 2 70.312 35.156 .054 .9479 
C X subjects 'rl. ~ :K 3:K44.4 ~.318 
~: ctrildrftl Vomg Ad. .. mcs.r Adu. .. Totals: 
Hyperope 20 20 20 60 ). 207.525 200.575 242275 216.192 
-... ~ 20 20 20 60 ~ ~opt' 1: 218.7 224.15 233.125 225.525 
Touls: 40 40 40 
120 
213.113 212.363 238 221.158 
~.tl'd~a. .. ~11ft~ I>... YCTS Data Totals: 
Hyper~ 30 30 60 i 186.467 247.117 216.192 ... 
0 
30 .. 30 60 ~ Myope 
~ 188.45 262.6 225.525 
Touk: 60 60 120 
187.458 254.858 221.158 
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Chart Ratings ANOVA 
Scxrce: df: Scm of Squares: Heard)quan: F-test: P nlue· .
I Refractive Status (A) 1 5.633 5.633 2.498 .1199 
, NJ~n(B) 2 8.511 4258 1.888 .1612 
N3 2 3.017 1.508 .669 .5166 
sd)jects w. ~.~ 54 121.8 2.256 
Rtpeattd Mtuw-e (C) 1 8~ 8~ 4.1:59 .()463 
#1:, 1 192 192 9357 .()035 
BC 2 1.517 .758 37 .6928 
N!JC 2 12.95 6.475 3.156 .()5()6 
C X $W)jfcts W • .,-oup:s ~ 110.8 2m2 
Ages: Ctn"ldrftl Yow.g Ad. .. Oldft- Adu. .. Totals: 
~~ 20 20 20 60 > 4.95 5.05 4.4 4.8 
-
.. 
~ 20 20 20 60 ~ Myope 
~ 5.7 5.05 4.95 5233 
Totals: 40 40 40 120 5.325 5.05 4.675 5.017 
R~~~e. .. ~llftll> ... YCTSI>~a Tota'b: 
~pKope 30 30 60 > 4.667 4.933 4.8 .... .. 
~ 30 30 60 ~ Myope-
: 5.9 4.567 5.233 
Touk: 60 60 120 
5.283 4.75 5.017 
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Chort Rotings ANOVA 
~t.dMN. .. Snt'llen D ... YCTS~ta Touls: 
Chilchn 
20 20 40 
5.45 52 5.325 
1 Yomg Milts 20 20 40 
< ~-«5 4.~ ~.0!$ 
Older Adults 20 20 40 4.95 4.4 4.615 
Totals: 
60 60 120 
5283 4.~ 5.017 
Ages: Olilchn Yocmg Milts Oldtr Mu. .. 
R~ated~a.. .. Sn.11en D ... YCTSI>ata Sn.Tift\ D ... YCTSI>ata Sn.11en D ..• 
Hyperope 10 10 10 10 10 > 5 4.9 4.6 5.5 4.4 
-
-0 10 10 10 10 .. 10 ~ t11J• ;;_ 5.9 5.5 6.3 3.8 5.5 
Totals: 
20 20 20 20 20 
5.45 52 5.45 4.65 4.95 
P~ 2 eftM ABC lacW..C. IM ... 
Ages: Older Mu. .. 
Totals: R~ated~a.. .• YCTSI>ata 
~per-ope 10 60 > 4.4 4.8 .... 
-0 10 .. 60 ~ My. ;;_ 4.4 5233 
Totals: 
20 120 
4.4 5.017 
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A New Contrast Sensitivity Vision Test Chart 
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ABSTRACT 
A new contrast sensitivity vts1on chart has 
been tested and compared to an automated 
videcHM!sed vision tester on 83 observers 
whose ages ranged from 9 to 75 years. Good 
agreement was found between the contrast 
Mnsitivity measurements obt8ined from the 
vision chart and the automated tester for sim-
ilar population and age varilltionL These re-
sults suggest that vision test charts can be 
devetopecl to provide useful contrast sensitiv-
ity psychometric functions and yet be as sim-
ple to use as present eye dlarts. 
Key Words: contrast sensitivity, spatial fre-
quency, eye chart, vision and age 
Contrast sensitivity is emerging as an impor-
ant diagnostic tool for the assessment of visual 
deficits1·l and visual performance.'l-~ Devices 
that can be used to measure contrast sensitivity 
for vision screening tests range from complex 
video display systems to simple Arden photo-
graphic plates.' It would be useful to develop 
methods for the measurement of contrast sen-
sitivity that are as easy to use as present eye 
charts and yet be as accurate as video display 
systems. This paper presents an evaluation of 
the ability.of a new contrast sensitivity (CS) 
vision test chart to provide simple. quick. and 
accurate measurements of CS. The results show 
that a simple CS vision chart can provide CS 
functions similar to those obtained with an au-
tomated CS video display system under noncJin-
ical field test conditions. 
METHODS 
The new CS vision chart, shown in Fig. 1. 
consists of six rows of 3~inch diameter patches 
of gratings. each row having patches of different 
spatial frequency; 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, and 24 c/deg. 
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Each row contains. from left to right. one sample 
patch and eight test patches. The contrast of the 
test patches ranges from zero contrast to con-
trast above. and below visual threshold in about 
0.1 log unit steps. Contrast ia the muimum 
luminance minus the minimum luminance di-
vided by their sum. The gratin~r.~ are tilted in 
one of three orientations: -15". 0. or +15". The 
contrast and orientation of the test patches are 
randomized for each row to help control for 
guessing. The patches were created by photo-
graphing computer generated sine-wave gratings 
having different spatial frequencies and con-
trast. Photographic exposure and development 
procedures were carefully controlled to ensure a 
high degree of accuracy of contrast rendition. 
The grating patches were then scanned with a 
Pritchard microphotometer to determine the 
contrast of the gratings. The mean luminance 
of the grating patches was 70 cd/m.l; mean lu-
minance of the white matte mounting board was 
100 cd/m. At the 2 meter viewing distance, the 
grating patches subtended 3". 
CS was also obtained using a modified com-
puter-controlled video-based vision tester (Ni-
colet Optronix CS 2000 Vision Tester) which 
displayed vertical sinusoidal gratings. The width 
of the raster scan was decreased to reduce the 
effects of sampling noise of the raster scan for 
the high spatial frequencies. At the 3 meter 
viewing distance. all gratings subtended the 
same visual angle as the vision chart grating 
patches. The mean luminance of the gratings 
and the circular white matte surround was the 
same as that for the vision chart. Contrast 
thresholds were measured for six stationary 
gratings: 1, 2, 4. 8. 16, and 24 c/deg. 
Eighty-three volunteer subjects who attended 
a United Way Health-0-Rama health screening 
were tested for binocular CS on the vision tester 
and the CS vision chart. Ages ranged from 9 to 
75 years (mean age. 40.8 years. SO- 21.9): 19 
children between ages 9 and 18 (mean age, 11.4 
years, SO ""' 2.6). 40 adults between 19 and 50 
(mean ages, 35.4 years, SO=- 8.8) years, and 24 
adults between 51 and 75 years (mean age. 67.4 
years, SD .. 6.1). Normal visual corrections were 
worn during all testing. Subjects reporting any 
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FrG. 1. A new CS vision chart (U.S. Patent 4,365.873). (See text for explanation.) Although efforts were made to 
provide an accurate contrast rendition of tnis cnan. printing techniQues invanably reduce tnat accuracy. This chart 
is meant to demonstrate tne spatial arrangement and relative contrast of the patches and should not be used to 
measure CS. 
ocular pathology were not included in this study. 
Although some subjects may have had unknown 
ocular pathology, similar previous large popula-
tion studies that used on-site ophthalmic screen-
ing revealed no pathology not already known to 
the subject. All subjects had binocular visual 
acuity of 6/6.6 (20/22) ·or better as measured 
using a Snellen letter distance test chart (Ber-
nell Corp. no. 11930). The mean acuity of all 
subjects was 0.97 min arc (SO =- 0.34); of the 
children, 0.96 min arc (SD"" 0.35); of the young 
adults, 0.86 min arc (SO • 0.24); and of the. 
older adults, 1.11 min arc (SO = 0.40). These 
acuity values for each group were not signifi-
cantly different from one another. The test se-
quences of the visual acuity, computer, and chart 
CS tests were randomized. 
The observers stood 2 meters away from the 
vision chart which was positioned vertically at 
eye leveL The observers were shown a high 
contrast sample grating at the three possible 
orientations (bottom of Fig. 1) and then shown 
a high contrast sample test grating at the top 
63 
left of the chart for the first test row of grating 
patches. Both examples were shown to reduce 
uncertainty about the degree of orientation the 
gratings would be seen as well as their spatial 
frequency. The observers were then instructed 
to respond whether each sequential grating 
patch on that row was blank or a grating was 
seen at a particular orientation. This test 
method is a four alternative forced-choice pro-
cedure. This procedure was repeated for the 
remaining rows of grating patches. The test 
typically took under 6 min to complete with no 
strict time limit imposed for each grating patch. 
An automated ascending method of limits was 
used for the CS vision tester.' For each trial a 
high contrast sample grating having the spatial 
frequency to be tested was shown for 3 s. The 
gratings' contrast then went to a subthreshold 
contrast level for a randomly determined time 
interval. Then the contrast automatically in-
creased steadily until the observer pressed a 
button to indicate that the grating had become 
just visible. This procedure was repeated three 
June 7984 
tim~s for each JTatin~t. Thill test typically took 
ebout 12 min to compl~te. Th~ mtsn of the 
contrast at which the contrast pa!lsed !'rom in-
visibility to visibility defined the contrast 
threshold. cs is the reciprocal or th~ contrast 
threshold. 
RESULTS 
There are three possible outcomes in the ob-
~rvers report for each rrating patch of the 
vision chart. Either the ob~rver sees the p-atio&' 
at the correct orientation or runses correctlY 
and is !Oven a CS value or the observer dor:s nof 
:;ee the grating. In the latter case there is no CS 
value given. The observer's CS for each spatial 
frequency was determined from the lowe:;t con-
trast grating patch whose orientation was cor-
rectly reported for each row. Correct gue~st>~ 
that produced CS values for single spatial fre-
quencies that were unrealistic as determined 
from previous studies, such as 800 for 16 c/deg, 
were not scored. For those few cases, the next 
lowest correct value was used. The CS data from 
the vision tester provided the mean and SO of 
CS directly. The median '!•lues of contrast for 
the vision chart and vision tester are shown in 
Fig. 2. The Pearson product-moment correlation 
test was used to compare the median CS scores 
from the vision chart and tbe vision tester for 
F1G. 2. Average CSF's ot 83 obserVers 
measured using an automated vision 
tester and CS test chart. 
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ell frequencies and all subjects and the three 1ge 
croups. The median scores of all six frequencies 
for the vision chart and vision t~ster show a 
clo~ relation betw~en the two methods of test-
ing, (r • 0.95, p < 0.005l. Except for 1 c/d~g (r 
• 0.171, the corr~lationa of individual scores at 
each frequ~ncy between the chart and vision 
t~st~r were also significant at 2 c/deg (r • 0.23, 
~ < 0.005), 4 c/deg (r • 0.29,1) < 0.005), 8 c/d~g 
r • 0.22, p < O.Q5), 16 c/d~g (r • 0.48, p < 
0.0051, and 24 c/d~g (r • 0.37, p < 0.005). 
All observers were not able to see all the 
grating patches on the vision chart at all spatial 
frequencies. Some people who could not see 
certain frequ~ncies on the vision chart could ~e 
them on the vision tester. Further investigation 
revealed that at 4, 8. 16, and 24 c/deg, 70% or 
more of these observers had vision tester scores 
helow the 5th perct-ntile which indicates that 
tht-y had low CS ro he~rin with and the vision 
chart was simply a more stringt-nt measure. r)t 
this group, 5i% were 60 years oi age or older. 
A small, nonsignificant reduction in CS in the 
younger group (age 9 to 18 yean) for the low-
and mid-spatial frequencies can be seen in both 
the vision tester and chan tFig. 3). This reduced 
sensitivity may be due to a lack of patience 
noticed when testing the younger subjects. 
These results show good agreement between 
CS measurem~nts obtained from a vision test 
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F1G. 3. Differences in CS due to age as measured uSing an automated vision tester (A) and tne CS test chan rBl 
show similar nigh spatial frequency losses. Good agreement is seen between CSF's obtained using the v1s1on 
tester and vision chart. 
chart using grating patches and an automated 
video-based computer test system. 
DISCUSSION 
The population means of CS obtained from 
the vision chart correlated highly with popula-
tion means obtained with the vision tester. The 
CS obtained from the test chart and from the 
vision tester for the three age groups were com· 
pared as shown ili Fig. 3. A Pearson product-
moment correlation showed that the CS from 
the vision chart and vision tester· show signifi-
cant agreement (p < 0.005 for all three age 
groups: 9 to 18 years [r • 0.93); 19 to 50 years 
(r • 0.95]; and 51 to 75 years [r • 0.97)). In 
general. the reductions in CS at middle and 
higher spatial frequencies are in good agreement 
with other studies. A However. unlike one pre-
vious study. an analysis of variance of these data 
revealed no significant differences between the 
CS functions for the different age groups for 
both the vision tester and the vision.chart. Pre-
sumably, the small nonsignificant difference is 
primarily due to the smaller number ofsubjects, 
83. tested here compared to 283 subjects tested 
previously. Furthermore, the lack of significant 
difference between the acuity values for the 
different age !:fOups in the present study also 
supportS the lack of significant difference in CS 
at the higher spatial frequencies found here. 
There is a small, nonsignificant but system-
atic. difference between the contrast sensitivity 
functions (CSF's) of the vision tester and test 
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chart as shown in Fig. 2. The CSF of the vision 
tester is slightly higher at the higher spatial 
frequencies and slightly lower at the lower spa-
tial frequencies. 'iae cut·off spatial frequencies 
of these CsF·s. determined using linear extrap-
olation of the higher spatial frequencies, are 57 
and 46 c/deg for the vision tester and test chart, 
respectively. Therefore the CS chart could be 
used to measure resolution acuity using present 
methodology if 19% accuracy is sufficient. 
Considering the fundamental differences be-
tween the methodology of these two CSF test 
systems. the 19% difference between these cut· 
off frequencies is quite encouraging. The factors 
that may contribute to the differences between 
these CSF's are: first. although experimental 
conditions were kept as similar as possible • .Jiif: 
Ierent vjewjng distancn were used for the two 
tests. Unlike the test chart which was viewed at 
2 meters, the vision tester display had to be 
viewed at 3 meters in order to provide 24 c/deg. 
Because the observers used their normal optical 
corrections, the lack of full correction for accom-
modation for these test distances may contribute 
to differences at the higher spatial frequencies. 
Second. the presence of bjib gpptfM.1.mtings 
may change the criteria of the observer using 
the test chart and cause slight shifts in the mean 
of the CS curves . .:Ihiid. most observers found 
that the .diffe rem oO!:OY')np of low fmuencx 
gratings of the test chart made threshold judg· 
menu easier than with the vision tester. Fourth .. 
these differences between CS may be due to the 
different methods of grating presentation. The 
June 7984 
test chart ha!l discrrtr values of grating contrast 
whereas the vi11ion trstrr providrs a continuous 
range of contrast. lina!ly. the CS score from the 
tnt c;bart is determined from ;we mcnyrf!: the 
CS score from the vision tf!ster is the mun of 
th~ measures. Further studies are n~ed to 
determine the influence of each factor on the 
CSF. However, these results indicate that it is 
possible to provide meaningful CSF's using pho-
tographic chart techniques. 
The predominately older observers misaed 
seeing some IP'atings using the vision chart. One 
reason is the high sensitivity of the test chart 
because of the very low contrast gratings. Future 
vision charts will have increased contrast of 
some of the patches to reduce the degree of 
uncertainty and improve the miss rate for older 
observers. This increased contrast may also helo 
decrease this small difference between the CSF\.; 
obtained from the vision tester and test chart . 
The only commercially available CS screening 
device that uses photo~phic plates is the Ar-
den gratings." These are six separate sine-wave 
grating photographic plates, each having con-
trast ranging from high to.low, from bottom to 
top. The examiner reveals the grating to the 
observer by slowly raising an obscuring' card 
until the observer responds to just seeing the 
grating. A scale on the back of the obscuring 
card is then used to provide ~.p.ore of visibility 
ranging from 1 to 20. Althdllgh use of Arden 
gratings is quick and easy there are obvious 
problems such as the score being affected by the 
rate at which the grating is uncovered, limited 
range of spatial frequencies tested. up to 6.2 c/ 
deg, and the score not being given in terms of 
CS. Furthermore, because the final score is de-
termined by summing the individual grating 
scores. sensitivity to individual spatial frequen-
cies which reveal differences in visual capability 
between normal and abnormal observers is 
lost. u These limitations are overcome using the 
CS vision chart reported here. 
In conclusion, the agreement between CS 
measures obtained from the vision chart and the 
automated vision tester are quite good in tenns 
of similar population means and age variations 
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•v~n though the vision chart prn~nts a series of 
discret• Ienis of contrast and the vision tester 
u~ a continuous increase in c:ontraat. These 
initial results suggest that viaion test charts can 
be developed to provide CS data for assessing 
psychometric functions that agree well with the 
more standard psychophysical methods and yet 
be as simple to use as present acuity charts. 
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26. Con.tras( sensitivity mcasilrement in 
. clinical diagnosis 
'L • han Bodis-\Vollner and John r..-t. Cmnisa 
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•· lNl RCJDUCTION 
Faced w,ith the qu&ntity and quality of r~cent research in the visual sciences one may 
~~,:;k: · Ho\v d ... )e~ thi;;; research affect dinical practice? What benefits do patients 
dt>rive from the new insights? This chapter is devoted to one new diagnostic 
techr.iquc called spa!ial contrast sensitivity measurement, which is coming into wide 
cliah:al ust>. ll promi~es to be a helpful te~t: however, to apply it prop"rly one needs 
to un.icr~tar.d the principles underlyinr human spatial contrast sensitivity. These 
• ·. :·•.er:u•rgcd from bnsic research conducted on the electrophysiology and psychophysics 
· > 'erf ccas, mcmkcys and humans. This ~hapter is somewhat different in scope and aim 
' - : from the res~ af this volume. It is an introductory text and a re"ie\,·, of clinical data. 
Spatlal contrast sensitivity m~asurcments take into a-.:count bOlh the: visual acuity 
_ 
1
• and the contra~t necess~ry for a target of any size to be detected. For the human, 
. · :· this m~ans tl1at the clinician can now quantify how well or ba~llv the patient sees 
' : • / ·: coarse !ar~<l!ts in nddition to t!nv letters. Oven he la~t 9 vears it has b~come obvious 
· .. ,. <:' t_!i;1t thas c';n yield diagnostic ir{formatioo which is -~~obtamah!e by other met~ 
. Irs us~ docs not sin·.p)y increas~ the armamentarium of the ophthalmologist nnd 
.. "_'. , nc~tro-o;::hthalmologist, but rather it adds a ne\v dimension and can rovic!c an 
• · ~ ,. ·t~ effective IDol in the eacly dia~nom o tseases cf the eye, retina, and visual 
pathway.;. 
; .: .. We \\'ill proc:!eJ by first focusing on the relationsh;p of visual a.:uity and !;patial 
' .coutr<'.!:~ semitivity. lt will be shown why¥spatiai CQ.!l!I.aSt sensitivity is. not 
I ':'-..,_·· .~predktabl:.: from -viwal acuity. The optical"arid~urophysiological concepts 
·:;-; .. underlying human contraH sr.n~itivity will be ou~lincd. The :1europhysiology vf two 
' f. 'i·mt'chanisms which are involved in detcctir:g foveally presented ttl.rget~ will be 
J t ;. ·· reviewed .. The pattc:n of ch;mges in the maturation and decline of c.ontrast 
. f ·~. ·. ~ensitivity with age, and ch:m:;es due to refractive errors and pupil sit.e will be ) ~-_y: . .summariud. . 
~ ,,..~X Following this description of the normal contrast sensitivity functic-n, there will 
. \ : '; ~~a revie'\ cf the effect~ of varil"~!lS types of pathelogy. For describing these effects, 
~ .~ •< the ratio of normal and pathological contra:;! sensitivity functio ;, termed a 
);~; · · . ~ ~~ .. ,·isuor;ram', will be used. We will point out tho,;c instances where (a) the visuogram 
. -:., ~ .~ provides dia~Jiostic information wlli~·h is not obtainabk: by routir.e m::thods of 
~ · \'isuai .testing aild (IJ) it does not have a un\quc diagnos<ic value, bt:t gives a more 
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Diugnostic methods 
wmplt.·tc picture of the nature of visual dysfunction. We will emphasize dinic:JI data 
which m~y be relevant to an understanding of the pathophysiology of snme 
disca~es. We will point out the gaps in cliuical research which still exist, a!' wdl a') 
the direction in which future research may take us in the clinical application:- of 
spatial contrast sen<,itivity measurements. Finally, part of this chaptc1 will be 
devoted to methods. We will outline the rquipment and procedures necessary for 
doing clinical comrast sensitivity testing. 
VISUAL ACUiTY AND CONTRAST SENSITIVITY 
· ···-- .. 
Visual acuity is a measure of or.c's ability to resolve fine spatial detail. In the United 
Strites, in order to assess an observer's. foveal vision, visual acuity is commonly 
measured with the Snellen !:hart. This is true for both clinical and legal purpo\cs. 
With the Snellen chart, the observer's visual acuity is ~xprcssed in the dcnomin••wr 
as the distance from which the one critical measure of the- smallest detectable letter 
subtcnds one minute of arc at the eye. In this method ()f assessing visual function, a 
number of assurnptious are implicitly made about the human visual system an lit he 
stimulus used. Two ma'or as ·tions are relevant to spatial contrast sensitivity 
measurements. ne is that th£..;Q uantification of the smallest resolvable letter \\ ill 
descritc the capacity of the visual system to revolve o~ts of all sizes. AnQth.c' 
Jmphcit assumption is that contrast is not of rimar · ·ance in assessin v· uaL 
rompctence. mce on the Snellen chart letters are opaque black on a bright 
~d. they have the maximum pos:;ible contrast: With age and usc, howt>vcr, 
it is po!;sible for the chart to become soi:ed, causing a reduction in the contrast oi 
the test letters. If a patient is tested with such a chart, he may fail to achieve his best 
:!:::uity. Jt:st how much does acuity change with chan~es in contrast? One way to 
answer this question would be to construct a series of Snellen charts . On each chan 
all tcH letters would have the same level of contrast, and charts of different levels of 
cor.trast would be presented to determine the smallest detectable target for each 
c::mtrast level. Surprisingly this has never been done with the Snellen chart, but i: 
was don~ using Landolt C targets at different contrasts. Hecht et al. (I) wdc able to 
show effects of anoxia on vision for which the standard high contrast Landolt C 
chart was not sensitive. This test has not been further developed. Rather. rh~ 
method of measuring the minimum contrast necessary for detecting test figures of 
different sizes has gained popularity. This method is called spatial contra~! 
sensitivity measurement. The one we will review uses grating patterns, a serie~ oi 
dark and light bars of equal width, as test figures. 
Grating patterns of equal width black and white bars have been used since the 
eighteenth ccn:.ury as acuity targets (2). Visual acuity was measured by determining 
the distance at which the thinne~t bar of a repetitive grating pattern cou.icl b~ 
detected by the observer . For modern spatial contrast se:nsitivity measurements, 
sinusoidal grating patterns like those in Figure 1 A are used. You will note that :hcsl' 
bars do not have sharp borders, but that the transition from dark to light is graJual. 
The luminance profile of this pattern can be represented by a sinusoidal wavt:Corm . 
The reason for using sinusoidal gratings is that mathematically they arc the simpk·.t 
of all possible patterns. Any pattern can be described by its luminance profik, JIOd 
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Contrast sensitivity measurement 
B .. 
llln CLn 
DlJlJ UL 
Fi;; . 1. Photographic reproduction and luminance profile of a sinusoidal (A) and a square 
waH· {B) grating pancrn. Notice that in the sine wave grating the luminance profile is a 
sinu~oid, and in the square wave grating the luminance profile is a square wave. For spatial 
contra~! sensiti,·i ty measurements, sinusoidal gratings, as shown in A, are used. (Drawing by 
\h. Cuoline Leake.) 
in turn can be decomposed into a number of sinusoids, the sum of which represents 
the originai pattern. By quantifying an oberver's sensitivity to a number of 
sinusoidal gratings of different fineness or coarseness one might be able to predict 
his sensitivity to more complex patterns. The relevant considerati~!l in the use of. a_ 
sinusoidal grating is that optical blurring causes a reduction only in contrast, 
without affecting its luminance profile on the retina: i.e., the spatial configuration 
of the grating does not change thro~:~~h_!llurr.i!1g_,_ This is n(;l\rue for a bar pattern 
\,Ttn-Sh<Jrp edgcs(sctuare wave.grating, see Fig. IB) where the change from light to 
dark is an abrupt one, as with Snellen letters. Optical blurring causes contrast 
chan~c as well as a change in the spatial distribution of the patterns. 
Au obscr\'cr's contrast sensitivity is defined by the minimum contrast which is 
required to distinguish that there is a bar pattern rather than a uniform screen. 
Comrast sensitivity is the reciprocal of this contrast threshold. Therefore the lower 
the threshold. the higher the contrast sensitivity. The test is pcrfomied for a number 
t'f sinmo:ual gratings which range from the finest detectable at high contrast to 
rathl'r coarse patterns. It is important to keep the snme average luminance of the 
r~~t-'c_r(1. _ !~!;':-t~9lcs2__oE_th~_c.h~l-F in _<_:~_n_tras! aJ}cJ ~~~- .!_!,e_ .~iz~_E!JI~c bar.~ <?_f the 
!" ;ll irw.. Thi\ J)(:rmits one to explore the effect of conlrast and stimulus size qn 
1';11 i<tl resolution rather than an observer\ sensitivity to luminance changes owr an 
olil ' ,l as 1:11['. ~' il~ the overall stinnilm size (i.e. the uisj1lay). It ;dso allows one to 
~JH:~· ify tile ltJminancc level at which contrast sensitiviiy w:.~s l'~tabli~hcLI. One of the 
lll :t,lln CIVl'ab in using IIi•: spatialt·outr;~st sensitivity function is that the lnminann· 
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Diagnostic mrrhods 
level should be kept comt~nt, in ordc~ to establish n:-~ observer'~ contra~tt<llhcr !h;111 
luminance sensitivity. The contra~t t'f the grating p:utcrn is dcrin~·d <Is till· 
luminance difference between li£hl anu dark bars di~' idcd by the ~lllll or thl·ir 
luminani.'C (see Appendix A). Th~ mean or average luminance of the p;lttcrn i~ half 
the sum of the bright and dark bars. A dark bar and its adja.-cnt light bar comprise 
one cycle of the grating pattern. The number of cycles sul>lending one dc~r~~· of 
visual anr.le on the observer's retina is called the spa.ial frequency of the pancrfi' 
The closer the grating is to the observer, the larger an angle it \Viii sui.Hcnd on thr 
retina, and because there will be fewer cycles in one degree, the lower will be it\ 
spatial frequency (sec Appendix B). Conversely, high sp:.nial frequency means thLtt 
there are many cycles of the pattern subtcndcd in one degree of visual ;,nglc .. <\li 
through the rest of this chapter, 'coot rast' and 'spatial frequen~y· will be used :.~. 
defined above. !loth are convenient terms for describing normal and abnor111al 
contrast sensitivity. . 
A plot of the contrast sensitivity over the range of spt~.tial frequencies is cc:tlleJ th(' 
contrast sensitivity curve (heavy line on Fig. 2). This figure shows the a\ocrage of 10 
normal observers. The bottom point on the ordinat~ represent!> a contrast ~-cn;;iti\'iiy 
of I, which means that for detecting a pattern the observer needs the maximum 
possible contrast, which is I, or I OO'>.'o contrast. The ordinate is scaled from low 
sensitivity (bottom), where it takes more contrast to detect the pattern, to high 
sensitivity (top), where less than i Oj'o contrast is necessary to reach threshold. You 
will note that sensitivity varies rather wnsidcrably with spatial frequency. Tillie 
human contrast sensitivi!y curve peaks at approximately 5 cycles/degree (6 min of 
arc of each bar) with sensitivity falling off <!t higher and low~r spatial frcqu.::ncie~. If 
one follows the descending right leg of the d.ark line of Figure 2, one e<in see that it 
crosses the X-axis at the point marked by the arrow. Thi:. point is the highest 
resolvable spatial frequency. In fa~t. too~:o contrast is practically impossibk tu 
produce-; therefore the highest detectable spatial frequency must be d~tcrmined by 
extrapolating the contrast sensitivity function to the abscissa. lJ~ually th~ coTl!_r~>.t 
~-~sitiviLy curve is ulottcd on a log/log scale. ~.Uls>tting contrast seusitiviti ag<~inst 
'.linear ~Jllll,h~uenc' at high spatial frequencies, the curve b~come~ "-- , · ~ i 
_ lin~:.._This makes it possiole to use a simp e tn~ar ext1apo alton to 
...fr(!guency' (i.e. VJsua acuny trom contrast sensitivity. Sint;:c the high frequency icg 
of the contrast ~ensitivity curve is very steep, it is a great deal more rdi:-~ble tr· 
measure contrast sensitivity to various gratings and extrapolate than to establish th~ 
highest detectable spatial frequency:fWhen th>! patient requires more than 10% 
contrast to detect an already fi:1.e grating. we take contrast measurements ar 1 wo 
other hJgl'ier spaTial frcqucl);;}~~ T~e.se ~ ciata PC2hl_ls are sufficiellL!Q...\:Xlf..llJ2Ql?.JtiO-
ilie jus"t~deiectabie-·freg'L~e~cy. This yields av!Sual acuity value which is probably 
mciie exact than the commonly used one, based on Snellen letters. 
Comparison of abnormal visual acuity and contrast sensitil'ity 
Is there any reason to measure the cor.trast sensitivity curve? There ·,.,·ould be no 
need to do so if one could predict an observer's contrast sensitivity to larger Largl:t' 
from his visual acuity sco<e. Suppose the normal observer has an acuity score of 
20/20 on the Snellen chart. This ~Qrr~sponds to one point on the contrC\st sensitivity 
-._ - - -· ( -.. ------ ---- . 
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Contrast sensitivity measurement 
Fig . 2. The normal contrast sensitivity curve (heavy line) based on data from 10 observers. 
Contrast sensitivity is plotted as a function of spatial frequency on a log/log seal~. The 
extrapolat;l•n to the high frequency cut-off (broad arrow) or 45 cycles/degree under the 
conditions u~ed in obtaining these measurements from normal observers with 6/6 Snellen 
acuity. A 2-fold reJuction in normal acuity (20/40) is marked by a thin arrow which is pla~:ed 
at half the normal cut-off frequency (22.5 cycles/degree). Extrapolation of either of the two 
contr<lst sensitivity curves shown with imerrupted lines meets the abscissa at this frequency. 
The ,·urn: drawn wi1h a dashed-dotted line results from the uniform displaccmem of the 
norm<~l curve to the left along the spatial frequency axis. The cross on the normal curve 
indic<Jte; the contrast sensitivity found at 22.5 cycles/degree, which in the normal is 20. A 
patient with 20/ 40 acuity needs 20 times as much contrast as the normal to resolve a 22.5 
cyde~/dcgree grating. The curve represented by a dotted line results from the !miform 
deprc~sion of the normal cur\'c along the contrast sensitivity axis. Rcproduc.:d from DoJis-
\\'ollner and Diamond (1976) by courtesy of th~ Editors of Brain. 
function at.~_fY_clcs/dcgree. This represents a minimum resolvable stimulus size of 
I min of arc. Wh:-.t-abot;i his contrast sensitivity function? hi fact, normal adults 
"ith ~orr.1al acuities will have very similar contrast sensitivity curves. Thus there 
wuulJ seem to be no reason to measure the complete curve. since its end-point, the 
LUt-nff frequency, predicts its shape in the normal observer . What is the shap~ of 
the curve ol an observer with, say, 20/4(J acuity? Do patk . .nLS..\\)!11 ~in~larly rcdw.:cJ 
;w uit i<..· s 1~:-~v~· tht= sa~n~sh~r<.:0curvc? The amwcr, in fact, is no - fron~ thc.acnity 
sccirc ·one cannot predict how much contrast an · observer needs to deicct caarsl!' · 
UI()~1.H. 
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Diagnostic methods 
Consider a patient with an acuity score of 20/40. This means that the width of the 
smallest leiters he can resolve are 2 min of arc rather than the normal I min of ar~· . 
and his spatial frequency cut-off will be halved. Remember thJt doubling the width 
of the bar of the resolvable grating halves the spatial frequency. Thi~ p:-~til'nt 
therefore will have a high frequency cut-off of 22 cycles/degree, rather than 44 
cycle~/ degree for the normal observer. Thus a chang~~~P<tJi~! Jre_qucn ,:y cut-
C!f_Lfor th~_p~tien_Us ~rop~rtion.a!_ to the ch~r:!g~ _ o!" Jhe de_nominator 9f his Sncli~n 
acuity. What about the rest of the contrast sensitivity function? What effect will a 2-
fold loss in resolution have on the shape of the contrast sensitivity function? Onl' 
could assume that since there is a 2-fold change in the patiem's spatial frequency 
cut-off, therefore the size of the grating at each contrast level needs to be doubled to 
reach threshold. Under this size hypothesis for 20/40 acuity, the curve has simply 
been displaced by a factor of 2 along the spatial frequency axis (sec Fig. ~). 
However, an equally plausible hypothesis is that it is not stimulus size but contrast 
which has to be greater than normal for 20/40 acuity. This contrast loss leads to an 
entirely different transformation of the curve. Since at. 22 cycles/degree the norm<tl 
observer's contrast sensitivity is still 20 yet the patient with 20/40 acuity has ;1 
sensitivity of l (needs 100% contrast), he would need 20 times the normal contraq 
at each spatial frequency of the grating to reach threshold. Therefore one would 
expect the curve to be shifted downward by a factor of 20 (fig. 2). One can sec from 
Figure 2 that while both size and con~hese.s...QL~\;uitY losLhave the Sflmc 
cut-off frequency, this identical_~t~off frequency _ may result fr~mLt.\VQ _tQtaliy 
5flfferent ~confrasiTeiisiiivity functions. To illustrate the -di fference-·between the size 
a~dconrrast hypotheses~"thera:t'iooftlie patient's contrast sensitivity function to the 
normal contrast sensitivitY\vas Plotte-d-andtermed a 'vi;~10g~am'- (3) (FTg. -)j. The 
Vlsuogr"am bas~d . o.n the contrast hypothesis . shows equal loss al all spatial 
frequencies ('level loss'), while the visuogram based on the size hypothesis shows an 
increasing contrast sensitivity deficit with spatial frequency ('high frequency los~·). 
These two visuograms computed for equal visual acuity show that on~ cannot a 
priori predict the complete contrast sensitivity function, i.e. how well an ob~crvc[ 
detects coarser targets, from his visual acuity. Thus one has to explore direct.ly 
which of the two predictions is valid if visual acuity is impaired as a result of 
pathology. 
- The clinical importance of these considerations was borne out by the original 
study of 36 patients with cerebral lesions who complained of blurred vision, yet had 
20/40 acuity or better (4). It was shown that visuograms are classifiable into 3 bro:.~d 
E-~~go_ri~s (4). _!he 3 vi~~gram Jlpes ~h~~=a.: . high frequency; -level or notch_~los~._ 
Jhe high_frequency __ ;md_ level _losses corresponqjo the two different predictions 
based _Q!:)_ ~ize or contrast loss. Most patients' visuograms fit into oneof inese t\\·o. 
categories. Anumb~rof-pa-tients, however, have visuograms which show a 'notch', 
i.e. a contrast sensitivity deficit '!~some intermediate spatial frequencies, while at 
lowarunlighspatlar freque-nCies contrast sensitivity is relatively unaffected. This 
notcn loss isnoq?redlctable- fromeril1ei--size-or-contrast hypotheses. Obviously. a 
more complex relationship exists between vismil --acuTty-·a-nd - spatial contrast 
sensitivity than is expressed by either hypothesis. Considerations of receptive field 
properties later in this chapter will detail this relatiortship . Furthermore, in addition 
to the 3 visuogram types, studies in patients with glaucoma (5, 6) showed other types 
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SPATI~ FREQUENCY 
Fir:. 3. \ ' isuo!!•am rjemonstr:ltinl! the reduction in co!llrast sensiti\'ity for 20/40 visual acuity. 
The ratio cJ normai 10 altered .:omra,t the~:·,old j, plotted for corresponding sp<itial 
fr~quencies and is exp~essed as a decibel loss. lhe d2shed-dotted line shows the visuogram to 
be ,·-.peC'~d if 20140 acuity re~ultec f:·om a dispiacem~m of the r.ormal contrast sensitivity 
cun·e to the ltft as shown in Fig. 2. Th.: \·isu0gram correspondir.g to a displ:lcement of the 
n()rm~. l cun·e OO\mwarl.! ia Fig. 2 is ~l ·. c•ll'll with :: dotted line. P..cprodu.:cd f10m Bodis-
\'. ' ollne~ a:-~d Diamund (~) by courtesy c>f th._. Ec.Jitors of Brain. 
of .:ontr:.tst semitivity defects as we shali detaii later on. At this point, from the 
e.\istence of di,·erse types of visuograms it is imponant to realize that a visual acuity 
score, no matter how precisely obu~incd, canna: measure the patient's ability to 
dttec: larger target$. One mm; perform spatial contrast sensitivity measurements to 
r:-orerly asses!> foveal vision . Befor..: we uiscuss the dink:-~! applications of spatial 
,-o •. ;n~t ~cnsitivity measurements, it is necessary that we briefly summarize the 
i)h ' · i0logiol processes which arc thought to underlie the human spatial contrast 
~~·;~;, . ti\·ity cu~\'e. The~; .; data ma~c- ir understandable that a single measure of visual 
acuity cannot aJcquntely characterize foveal vision. 
:\Et .l ~OPHYSIOLOGICAL BASIS OF CON"TRAST SENSITIVITY. 
i-TCEPT!\'E FIELD CONCEPTS 
The coJltr~l~t St':lsitivity fu!lction spL·cifics th.: threshold stimulus for spatial Yision in 
t<.>nn; of two oaramcters, ~pJti31 fr ·::qucncy and contrast. As one can .;ee from the 
ll(•rn .at function (Fig. 2) , :11 Ji ffcrcr:t Sji<H ial f rcql'er.cies it takes diff ercnt amounts of 
( ,)Jill.!\[ lu r.: .H:h lhr~·~llnld \isibiliry. l he Cllt'Vl' is U-sllapcd. Sulsiti\ ity pc~h~ at one 
·l l>vJ• r:diatc sp;1tial frcqucJh·~· an.) 'lu:linc~; on the low and high sp:-~ti:ll frequency 
1 • ~ ' . This bttcr dccli11t: is partially Jut: to ~)plical limiwtit)Jh, i.e. the finer thl" 
pattern tlw k~~ comr.1s1 'rc~;.:h,"; the rt•tin:-~. hi~ thou ·~·iillhilt 11\.'llfal factors may ::llso 
pbv ;111 ~ •ddititlll<d, all,,·it ~!'Jail, ~ok in prouucing the hi,l!.h fJcqttl'IICY dcdint: . 
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SPOT DIAMETER-· I' 
I 
Fig. 4. The model of antagonistic re.:eptivc:! field organization of mammalian retinal gan~!ion 
cells of the X-type (after Enroth-Cugell and Robson, Ref. 9). The differing sensitil'ity profill'~ 
of 'center' and 'surround' mechanisms are shown in the left-hand corner. Rand r refer to half 
the diameter of the most sensitive area of each mechanism . The balancing action ~)r 
antagonistic signab is schematizt•d with the drawing of a· scale in the upper right-hand corner. 
The total cell output, expressin~ the •:ontribu:ion of both mt:chanisms, is a U-shapcd function 
which starts from 0 response for a tiny spot stimulus and tends 10 0 response with a \e:y !;trgc 
stimulus. Reproduced from Bodis-Wollner {97) by courtesy of lntemariona/ Ophrha/m(l/o:;_r 
Clinics. 
Neural factors, however, are thought to be exclusively responsible for the decline in 
-sensmvif)··a-no\v spatial frequencies. It seems intuitively odd that we should ;;cc 
larger bars le~ir thansome·:vhai s'maller ones. To explain the concepts vchind 
this fact we will use a simple model of the cat retinal ganglion cell. It is important w 
remember, however, that using neurophysiologi~.:al data to explain the contrast 
sensitivity function, altho ugh reasona blc, cannot adequately de fine t hc-sc 
intercellular interactions of the visual cortex which are essential for seeing and 
detecting. It i:; possible, however, to point to conceptual similarities betw ... -en single 
cell properties and psychophysical functions. 
A patterned visual stimulus will cause some area of the retina to be illuminaw.l 
and others to be dark or less illuminated. Retinal photoreceptors individually can 
only signal changes in local luminance, but cannot indicate retinal spatial contrast 
to the next processing stage. For all practical purposes, photoreceptors have no or 
only a very small receptive field. They essentially sample only points of the stimulus. 
llowcvcr, each retinal ganglion cell receives multiple inputs through a nunJb~·r of 
receptors connected through other cell types from the outer to the inner layer of the 
retina. Signals of some photoreceptors will excite the ganglion cell to fire. Other 
photorcceptors may inhibit the firing of the ganglion cell. Individual rec~·ptor\ 
''hid1 excite the ganglion cell or <tdd to its rr.;spomes, and those n:n:ptots wlH•'.: 
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Contrast sensitivity measurement 
signals inhibit the ganglion cell or subtract from its response, all belong to the 
ganglion cell's receptive field (RF). Originally, Kufner (7) described the inhibitory 
and excitatory areas of the ganglion cell as being concentrically arranged on the 
retina with a circular center surrounded by an annulus of opposite polarity. 
However, for most ganglion cell!> of the retina , the receptive field substructure docs 
not consist of two separate areas, but the excitatory and inhibitory parts of the 
receptive field are overlapping. Each ganglion cell has its unique series of 
connections, so that each receptor may feed into both the center and surround 
mechanisms. 
This receptive field model which was developed for the cat (8, 9) considers that 
both center and surround mechanisms independently collect signals from all 
receptors of the receptive field. The combj!!_a!i_Q!!_pf the signals of the two 
mechanisms (excitation and inhibit ion) Oft he center - ancf surro:.m-d isaaCIItive 
(linear) and may -cancel each -other out. Th~ process by which signals of opposite 
p~y are combined is called summation, and since it is a spatial addition effect it 
is called spatiai sum~~~ion. The linear spatial summation model for describing the 
excitatory and inhibitory interactions of retinal ganglion cells is true for 'X-cells' 
but not for the 'Y'-ganglion-cells (9). The Y-gangiion-cell will be described later on. 
The X-cells pr~dominate in the area centralis of the cat, a structure analogous to the 
humanfovea:-fhe description of ttie spatial summation characteristics of the X-cell 
car. help to under~tand the shape of the human contrast sensitivity function. Figure 
4-shows the receptive field characteristics of an X -celi with a greater sensitivity in the 
center (tall, -bell-shaped distribution) than in_!h~ surrounqing_<!n_n_ulus (flat, bell-
sha;:>ed dimibution). For rr.apping retinalganglion cell rece-ptive fields, typically 
circular spots or rectangular bars of light are used as stimuli. The optimum 
excitatory stimulus for the receptive field of a ganglion cell could be a stimulus that 
covers the entire excitatory area without overlapping into the inhibitory surround. · 
As v. e mentioned, for most cells this is not possible since centerJnd surround arc 
O\'erlapping in the center itself (see model in Fig . 4). However-;rone can find the 
optimum size of the stimulus which causes the maximum excitation with the 
Tnm1mum of mhib!tfon. If the spot or bar IS larger tti~m the optimum, it c~~~~ more 
'inhibition than excitation. As the stimulus increases in size past this optimum, the 
total response of the ganglion te!Gepreseililng-fhe-sitnn>r'ceiite'i'-l:ind -.-surround' 
sigr.als \vil f be reduced. Conversely, if the stimulu~j? __ ~mjiller than opti;:TiuiTI, the 
s!rcngth--oTihe -response of the ganglion cell will be . less, decreasing in a linear 
fashion. The re-sponse wiil he- proportional" to -the portion of the excitatory cci1ter-
s!ifuTI1ated . Thus, starting from a miniscule stimulus centered on the receptive field 
and thc;1 increasing the __ ~r_c~f the stimulus, one would witness fir?_t~_ growtll Qf_the 
r~\ P.()l1~r:....~!-h<;~l__g _ dc~line . ·- - ------------ ---- ___ ... - - -- ----- ---- .. -----
13y looking at the human contrast sensitivity function, one could see an analogous 
sit uation . STarting from the rightmost end of the spatial frequency sca le we can see 
that ii1creJ sing the b:u size ini t ially causes an increase in con trast se nsiti\it y up to 
about 5 cyck~ /dcgrce. After this point, increasing bar size causes a decrease in the 
oh~crvcr· ~ ability to detect the grat ing . Some. have suggested that th is sim ilarity 
b•.· twcr n retina l !!a11glion cell n'spo nsc and"cnntrast ~cnsitivity fiiiH,;tion is so m;.~rkcd 
lh:1t :>IH: should undc1 stand the hum an spati al co ntrast sens iti vity function as the 
~1 1111 r ~·,r)(lm~,· of man y e;lllf,lion cd ls. Each of the~r Cl.'lls w,H il d have the same 
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Diagnostic methods 
center-surround organization and all would have similar peak sensitivity and low 
and high frequency characteristics. However, there arc data which ar~ not consistent 
with this concept. For one thing, th~rc iue neurons- in the cortex ofhoti1catand 
monkey which show a preference for ~timulus size (10, I 1). Cells can be found 
which differ by as much as a facto~ of 10 in their optimal stimulus width. !riSilon, 
more complex conibiuat'iorls-of geniculate and postgeniculate-~eif types exist than 
would be -allowed in this single detector model. An alternate, more tenable modd - . 
considers the hum~ill- -s-patial contrast sensitivity curve to be the envelope of ~ 
number of detectors, possibly spatial frequency selective neurons. Each neuron 
responds optimally to a spatial frequency which is differem for different neurons 
and the neuron responds hardly at all 10 spatial frequencies which are half or twice 
that of its optimum stimulus. Such neurons have been demonstrated in the em anti 
monkey visual cortex ( 12-20). It has recently become .:lear that most cortical 
neurons respond better to appropriately oriented gratings than to single slits or bars . 
In fact, one can predict the response of a cortical cell of the monkey to any 
particular type of stimulus based on its response to gratings. It is possible, for 
instance, to predict the neuron's response t~ a checkerboard pattern based()n _the 
orienTaHon·and ·spatial-frequericy ___ of its -fundamental sinusoidal c~mipo~~nts (21 ). 
The notion· howcver,- that spatia{ fi-equency~selective - rocesses exist in the visu<oi 
... ·- - -
ystem, and a-s·earcti Or l i e eXIStence C'f SUCh neurons, has in fact emerged irom _ 
fiuman psychophysical ex erimems of* Campbell and Robson (22). Late1 
psyc op ysical studies showed that if an obser\·er is adapted by viewing for a 
prolonged pe~ig_d_(3.JTiin or long~r)_~ _ supnithreshold grating pattern of a pa~ticu!ar 
spa-ilarTrequency ,_ !heJ1 hi~ __ s~nsitivity-- \vilf"be reduced to a subsequrPdy -viewed 
g-railngof the same spatial frequ~nclt23)._l-!ow~yer, his sensitivity to gratings oi 
harfor twice the adapting frequency will be unaffected-by this-method ofadapi~ilton 
~Therefcire, adaptation can demonstrate spatial frequency selective precess-es r,f 
the human visual system--:-som-c clinicaTC!ata1Stimmarized later on) also ler.d suppnn 
·to th((spatiaf frequency theory of human contrast cletecti0n . 
TWO MECHANISMS INVOLVED IN THE DETECTION OF GRATING 
PATTERNS IN HUI'viANS 
In the previous section we discussed what is called the em·dope theory of spatial 
contrast wsitivity. It is thought that the contrast sensitivityfuncuon represen!-L!h~ 
sum of a number o[jnd~pepdent detec-tors, e"ach-responding best to a particu!:::r. 
prefei-recf sp-atlaf"rrequency. Th-iSis the spatial frequency channel model of gra: ing 
detcciiori~- HQwever;-lt \vas recognized early on (25) that the sensitivity function 
changes its' shape when the gratings are temporally modulated_- -fhls-sugge-stclt h~t. 
besides spatial factors~ temporarpai-ameters must also be considered in trying to 
understand the properties of the neural substrate responding to grating patter:1s in 
the human. Recent work has shown that the delectability of gratings by the hurn<tll 
must be understood in terms of at least two mechanisms which respond to th~m 
(26-29). These two mechanisms can be separated by a psychophysical method using 
adaptation-(30). AI tlie moment it is not clear how these mechanisms arc relatt•d to 
differentne-uronaltypes in the retina and cortex. In the following we will discus-: a 
theory which is based on the existence of 'X'- and 'Y.'-neurons. While it is clear thJt 
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the two psychophysically demonstrated mechanisms cannot be simple analogs of X· 
and Y -n('urons, it is possible to point out certain similarities. 
· The essential feature of the spatial frequency model is the existence of neurons 
with line:u response characteristics. These are neuron:; whose response to a complex 
stimulus containing more than one frequency can be predicted from the neuron's 
contrast sensitivity curve based on single frequencies. Those neurons at the retina 
~·ith linez.r re5ponse characteristics are the X-cells. ~~~~g~~~ed_that the 
dichotomy of the X- andY-cell system (9) is maintained up to the visual cortex (31) 
anc!ICf~· -ass-iiiried_ thaL X-~~11 analogs in the \'!sua! cortex provide the essential 
elements o( spatial frequency channels~ -It was recognized, however, that)(~~lls 
haveolher distinguishing characteristics besides linearity of the response: they 
~e.~pond to stimiJlation witha sustained increase in-act{vity and they respond best to 
n;iddle ana- higher spatial frequencies and to slower temporal freqqcncies. 
------r11e- Y~neuron-s of the retina do not combine excitatory and inhibitory signals 
from the receptive fields in a lh\ea_r _ fashion~ They have larger cell bodies and 
conduct at a faster rate than X-ceiE.-They-also respond toSflmUi'liiion witlfahricf, 
transieni-lncre-ase- j~ -act~i'i£~ They resp_9nd _ bestjg_:_qu~~~h; mo~-ing~ i~~ge (low 
sp'ltiaYTreq-ttcncy) stimuli, and their response at any stimulus -frequency is- at the 
s!imulus--frequeJJC-)· and at harmonic freC}uen,s:ies . In sum, the distinguishing feature 
orY-::eTK is-that -their -resp-onsecha~a~teristics are non-iinear--nT,-3'3) : -:::r is often 
-assu!ned that X-ct!lls serve patterned or deiailed vis:on. This assumption is due to 
thl: fact that X-cells predominate in th~ _ foveal regior., where the highest acuity is 
measured. X-cells on·t-hewhole respond !O finer-gra-tings tha11 _ _y_~_c~lls do. Therefore 
it:~ thought that X-cells individually ha\·e higher acuities than Y-cclls. It is believed 
by many that Y -cells are responsible for motion perception, since their optimal 
stimuli are larger, moving objects : This te-ieo\ogfcafview- is helpful; however, it is 
nwS!c-en::IinT~;-roo -simple. In the primate, color, for instance (34, 35) adds to the 
mher complexities which make X andY classification not as straightforward as in 
the cat visual system, and raises doubts about the straightforward applicabi!i~y of 
the cti::hotomy to the human. 
A rclat innship bet\veen Y -ganglion-cell functions and movement detection is 
frequemly pointed out. Often movement detection in the human is explained as 
heing medialed by Y -ganglion-cells. In these experiments, human movement 
J.::lc:.::tion is modelled with linear (i.e. additive or supcrimposable) direction selective 
neurons in mind. Since the hallmark of Y -cells is that they arc predominantly non-
linear as opposed w X-cells, the teleological relationship between Y-cells and 
mo\'emcn; detection in the human is obscure. Nevertheless, several aspects of the 
h~lm<ln conrraq sensitiYity function could be compatible wlthth-e existence of X 
and -y---ne~!i--af_su-bsystcrns of their analogs in the humanliFoi- instance, if the grating 
.i~-P~~~~·nt~d to an obscr\'er not in a stationary m::mner, butrathei-in--a -coumerrY1ase, 
Inodulated mod_~,_the low spatial frequency decliae of the contrast sensitivity curve 
~rrcars~ One may visualize this form of temporal moJulati0n of the grating as 
l'J ~· h white bar 3brup\Jy ch;mging place with a dark bar SCVt!raJ times a SCCOllU. 
-~ '>i..!_l~ - ~ch a presentation modl' causes enhanced sensitivity at low spatial 
l rrq tWotci~..· \, an rl it is !hou~ht :hat thi~ b due to tl11: cnha11L'L'J contrihutil)ll of theY-
sy.'lc;n . hrun: 5 .~hov.-s several contrast sensitivity curve ~ ; obtained at Jiffcre11t 
lclll(hJI<ll llloJulalion rates. 
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Fig. 5. Spatial contrast sensitivity functions for different tern;Joral frequencies. The points are 
the means of 4 measurements and the curves (one with a dashed low-frequency scc!ion) di I fer 
only in their positions along the contrast sensitivity scale . Opcr. circles represent data obt:lincd 
at ! Hertz, black circles, data obtained at 6 Hertz, open triangles, data obtained at 16 ikrtl, 
and black triangles, data obtained at 22 Hertz. Note the change in contrast sensitivity m low 
spatial freqc::ncies with a change in temporal frequency from I to 6Hz . Rerrod uceJ f~,.,m 
Robson (Ref. 25) by courtesy of the Editors of the Journal of the Opti~·af Soci.:ty of Americ<J. 
It is clear that modulation up to a certain temporal frequency introduces nn 
inc~~:e in -s-;;n~it~it~ atloty sp~-iialff~que~_cies~ ·u it ~s true that i~ th~ primate "{as_i~ -~ 
-me cat) Y-cells respond optum.lly to lower spaual frequenc1es than tht:1r · A-
counterparts do, and Y -cells signal temporal events more quickly than X-cells. it 
seems plausible that an improvement in low spatial frequency seilsitjvity o~curs as a 
result of enhanced Y -cell population contribution . Th~_ ~:>:i~tmce and operation oL 
the two types of neurons is thought to be reflected in the threshold difference when 
an obser~:er-indicai-eswfien-fies·c~s]l.lst.the flicke-r ·\·ersus the pattern of a modulatt:d 
coarse gratin_g (28). ~~mAti!!lll'~quencie~! _contrast sensitivity of the normal 
observer is better by a factor of two for flicker than for pattern detection, while <n 
high spatial frequencies the two sensitivities are equal. In clinical diagnosi~.~-Ja(;;w .~ 
oT"two ·loss· is too-small to rely on when comparing apatient ' ssensiti\oity tv the 
-average normal sensitivity. The spread around the average normal curve is roughly 
to-decibels (4), o-r ti1ere. is a 3-fold threshold difference.ln s-e-nsit ivity bet\~;eer! normal 
'Qoservers: Ho~~ ~-a--factoro(iwo.1 n -iriterocular difference in the sarnc paiient 
could be useat0-eva1uate-i(asdedive monocular diso rder -of the two mechani~m s o f 
grating d~i-cction occurre-d -as a res.ult of pathology. Nevertheless, it is dear iF.~ii !i1c 
visual acuity measure cannot encompass the functions of different ncu i ai Str l! Ct :.HL' ~ 
which may participate in detecting targets , be the y lette rs or g ratings . Si1H:C ho t \l ?<· 
..---- - -
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Contrast sensitivity measurement 
and Y -cells are thought to respond (albeit not equally well) to mid- and high spatial 
~Trei:Juencies, it is possible that low spatial frequency detection may be a more useful 
test to reveal selective impairment of two types of ganglion cells. The di~~!tial 
_Qarticip~!iOf.l of the two ganglion cell types in low spatial frequency detection is 
firmly established in electrophysiological sturlics (36). Later on we will summarize 
data-which raise the possibility th~athology may affect onl}'_~_ne Q~ the ot_!u~r.s~n_ 
type, and therefore visual impairment is not rcllecfeaaf all as a change in the 
pi'ifient;svfsual" -a-cuity. This will be apparent ·in the discussion of the effects of 
retinal pathology and glaucoma on the human spatial contrast sensitivity curve. 
STIMULUS PARAMETERS INFLUENCING CONTRAST SENSJTJVITY 
The mean luminance of the grating pattern has been shown to have a determining 
effect on the positio; and the shape of the normal contrast sensitivity function 
(37-40). In the high photopic range, there is little change, but with decreasing· 
luminancs, sensitivity d·xreasc,s. In addition, there is a change in the shape of the 
-fun"ctlon~t "fo\~' luminanc~ levels it no Jongef_fl~~jfle fi}verted u:si1ai?-e beC<HISe _the 
low spatial-frequency fall-off disappears~ -The peak of the comrast srnsitivity 
function shifts to lower spatial frcqttencies. 6n-c - ~~ould think that luminance as a 
pari11neter -cou!a- Fe -clinically signific-ant:"- and indeed in a few instances luminance 
specific contrast sensitivity abnormalities have alreadybe~n repor.ted. · - · 
-'------'.\·nat'ls the effect of the total stimulus size on contrast sensitivity? Campbell and 
Robson (22) demonstratedthailn<i~aSini field size from2 6--to io;-enhanced 
c<:·;ntrii~t sensitivity for spatial frequencies -fess than 3 cycles/degree. For higher 
spat!affrequent:les, field size increase has no effect. 1he lif11J!~_tion on field siz~ is 
the number of cycles presented at any spatial frequency. With less than 4 cycles of 
any grati-ni, its -thr-eshoid rises considerably .(41 ). This fact .,oTcourse, co-uldbe an . . 
-explanation for -cont-r-ast sensitivit-y lo-ss at Tow spatial frequericl"c~ i"n -patients .with 
·;:isuatfield defeCts. Obviously, concentric reduction of the central visual field would 
lc::d t.o ·a condition where, even though many cycles are presented, only a few are 
s~et1~ecreasing grating length (vertical ext~nt of the grating) ha3 a greater efiect on 
contrast sensitivity at the low spatial frl!quency end of the contrast sensitivity 
~Do"n (42). Again, Olis ma~_be of relcv~n_c~ ~o _understanding spatial contrast 
sensitivity losses in patients with disorders which result in a restriction of the vertical 
·extent-of their-visiial field. This .inay occur, for instance, in patients with altitudinai 
~fidel defects. There arc no studies to speak vf on the reiatlonship between visual 
iJl:racreleC"ts and spatial contrast sensitivity. It is useful, however, to summarize 
what is known about parafoveal spatial frequency sensitivity. 
Using flashed grating patterns, cant rast sensitivity 12° from the fovea shows that 
the peak of the function has shifted to around 2' cycl~s/degrcc . While thl! overall 
sensitivity is h)wer in the periphery. the contrast sensitivity curve undergoes the 
same chanses with variations in luminance as the centrdl retina (32). Using 
int\.'rference fringes to measure the .contrast sensitivity from oc to 32° in the 
temporal retina, I lilz and C.tvonius (·D) i"ou11d, howevc.:r, that the manner in which 
~cn-,itivity falls off with eccentricity was diffcr~o·nt for high ami low spatial 
frequmeies. With 20 cyelt:s/th:gree ur greater, the fall-off in ~w~itivity was linl'arly 
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related to ccrentricity. With low spatinl frcqul·neil'~. scu .. IIIVIty was rdntivdy 
con<;ranr trp to a renain cn.Tntridty, <lftc1 which the fall -off in ~cnsith·ity was the 
same as for high. 
OPTICAL FACTORS 
Sinusoidal gratings were originally introduced into \'Jston in order to mea-;urc 
opticc;l properties of the human eye (44, 45). For clinical diagnostic usc of the 
visuogram, it is import~mt to apprcci?.te how ;md to what dcgrCl' optical filctors 
· influence the shape of the normal contrast sensitivity function. The reason is that one 
would like to usc the visuogram to diffcrcntinte abnormal contrast sensitivity caused 
by pathology in the neural pathways from optical errors. Can one separate the 
neural and optical components of the contrast sensitivity function of the normal 
observer? One way to bypass thc_qptjcs is to generate the image directly on the retina 
by using laser lighi(Eiscr-i i1t~ferometri .. =--for details, sec reference). Using this 
niethod·:-thc ccinti.-astsensitlvity of the neural system was measured directly (45~46).­
ln comparing·- the contrast sensitivity for the overall visual.. system . which 
~11rasses both the-optics and neural apparatus with that for the neural alone, it 
\vasloUi1cl th?.t the ratio o!' the contrast sensitivity for the overall system/retina, as 
th;t'O(nie retina only, is approximately 0.8 at low spatial frequencies, clecreasinr. to 
oj at hlgh-spa-tfa-1 frequencies_ (46)~Ttius thcre must E~ some- iuiurai- ~-tteri-uatio~ in 
addition tot h-e optical -attc;;-~ation at high spatialhequencies-. --- - - -- - ' 
Focus <1nd pupil si1e are the twoma]oi- parameters which affect quality of the 
retinal image produced by the optics of the eye (46, 47) . Changing the refractive 
power of the eye ha~ a dramatic cffe~.:t on tire higher ~raiiai frequencies. (9 to )o 
cydcsldcgree), but almost no cff~ct on the lower ones (1.5 cyclcs/degr~e}. - Thus 
tncorrcd icfrattiOin:oui(fresult in high frequency iosses. This is important since, as 
we shall discuss later, pathology of the visual pathways may also produce high 
frequency losses. Thus using correct refraction of patients is necessary for 
visuogram testing. 
With a 2 mm pupil, optical attenuation agrees \Vith what would be predicted for a 
diffraction-limited system_._.A.I2..t:'PH.thaUs.too. small will degrade contrast sensitivity 
through diffraction. A pupil larger than 2.5 mm avoids diffraction, but optical 
'aberrationsmay degra:Cfc-contrast sensitivity. With increasing pupil size, there is a 
general increase in contrast sensitiviiy at all but the very lowest spatial frequencies. 
With a dilated pupil the effective refractive power of the eye increases for detection 
of low spatial frequencies. 
CONTRAST SENSITIVITY AND AGE 
The assessment of vision in young children is not an easy task. In very young 
children, one must rely exclusively on objective criteria such as the ability to fixate 
and to continue to fixate on the target presented (48). Usually, the first quantitative 
testing is not performed until the child has learned to speak . Sometimes it is 
postponec1 until the child can read. The wealth of animal developmental research 
has shown that decisive maturational processes at the neural level are accomplished 
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~lyjn the: developing mammalian visual system (for a review, see Ref. 49)._ This _ 
early period is characterized by great neural growth and plasticity, when corrective 
J:·ro-cedurcs would have the best _chance of success. Conversely, abnormal visual 
experience. during this early formative period can cause deficits at a neuronal level 
that are strongly linked to deficiencies of visual function. For instance, it is known 
(50) that astigmats who have had the disorder since early childhood, but who were--
not corrected until their later years, show a deficit in contrast sensitivity to gratings 
of the same orientation as the astigmatism. This orientation-specific contrast 
~Sensitivity loss is there even when . the -optics of the 'eye are bypassed by laser 
~.ie~ferornetry. An uncorrected retinal image leads to a neurally based meridionaL 
~iiliblYopia. -- ··~ -- - ------ · · ··-·----- -- ----··-·· -- ·--
---xi)y- cause of retinal blur. be it astigmatism or myopia, will result in a less than 
optimal retinal image for the developing neural system. Therefore it was important to 
develop measures of visual function which allow the earliest possible contrast 
sensitivity measurements in infants. Using a fixation preference method (51) 
whereby a 'blind' observer monitors the eye movements of a baby while gratings are 
randomly presented on one of two screens facing the child, contrast sensitivity 
functions have been recorded for infants as young as 5 weeks of age (52). The results 
give a picture of the developing human visual system. There is. '!very rapid 
improvemeT1Tiii -viS'ual capacity during the first ·2 momhs, followed by a slower 
iiriprovement after the 2nd mcinih. A - char~lcteristiC low frequency decline in the 
\Q.VIIiJst--Sensii-iV:U~ function does not ap-pea~~lli the 2.nd month, while acuity 
diliir.g ihis period i::1crcases-Trom -'f cycle/degree to 3-4 cydcs/deg;ec:: (53). From 
·ar.iiriafstudie·s-: similar -data have emerged which are useful to an understanding of 
visual impairment in human infants (54). The acuity of kittens, for instance, 
measured with gratings increases gradually from about 1.2 cycles/degree at 35 days 
oi age to 5-6 cycles/degree at 3- 4 months of age (55). 
Reaching maturity (approx. 3 yr) the contrast sensitivity function of a normal 
human assumes the shape and characteristics which have already been described in 
this chapter (see p. 376). Recent studies suggest that, with age, a specific change in 
contrast sensitivity occurs. It is important to know of this change, in order to be able 
to difierentiate the effects of the normal ageing process from visual pathology.~ 
advancing_y~a!~ .there is a decrease _in contrast sensitivity which affects the low 
spatiaffrequency range (56):'ltEightecn-ycar-olds <'.re more than 3 times -more 
·sei1Sillveto 16\v sp-atial frequencies than are people in their seventies, while the high · 
'frequency sensitivities of the two groups are almost idenrical. Of cours-e~ this i~ue. 
onlylToptical ~rrors which are more common in the aged are corrected. A number 
of ocular wnditions are more prevalent with age, but neural changes in the ageing 
v1sual s~- themselves lead to low spatial frequency losses. 
-...._____ _ .. .... ·- - - - -·- . -
CORNEAL PATHOLOGY 
Two typ~s of optical aberrations caused by corneal pathology produce two types of 
v<mograms. Hess and Carney (57) found that distortion produced contrast 
ath:nuation which i' rcstril'lcJ to high and mcJiulll spatial fn:qucncies. Edema, 
• hm,· ·:\'•:r, causin~ au II 0-'o thickness ch;lllJ:C of the cornea, produce~ a loss in contrast 
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sensitivity at all 1.patial frequencies. Corneal edema is wdl known as a problem 
--associiied ,\•ith wearing contact lenses. It is possible that contr<Jst semitivity 
measurements could provide important clinical help in evaluating the efft:ctivencss 
-and safety of soft contact lenses (58). 
THE EFFECT OF CATARACT ON CONTRAST SENSITIVITY 
Sratial contrast sensitivity measured through a dense cataract obviously produces a 
very abuormal contrast sensitivity function. However,_ !!__i~ not uncommo11_ for -
patients with incipient cataracts to complain abc.ut visual problems and yet to have 
tiearly"normai \' isual acul"t}·)~Hess and Woo (59) have shown that some cataract 
patients \\·ith normal or ncar-noi"iual acuity- ieveaf a considerable low frcq~"ency -
deficit in contrast sensitivity, while sensitivity to ltigh spatial frequencies remains 
intact. A second group of catara't pnticnts can be identified by a level loss. Thus -
. · visual impairment in patients with cataract can vary despite identical visual acuity. 
'\·,Visual acuity measurements, then, can in some cases overestimate vision in the 
cmiii-actous eye and therefore contrast sensitivity measurements provide a more 
-revealing measure of visual dysfunction in these patients~While high frequer.cy 
losse~.are expected .on optical grounds in the cataractous eyc::-fow frequency losses 
·cou-ld imply some neural dysfunction b~hind the cataract. This seems to suggest that 
_spati~ -~htrast sensitivit~ in_e~~!~~m_er_ltS _may be useful in the presurgical evaluation 
of these ·patien-ts.- A method which promises to be of great value in evaluating 
'Palientswftn-·Cienser cataracts was first aprlied by Green (60) . He used interferer.cc 
fringes formed directly on the retina, bypassing the optical attenuation caused by 
the cataract, and measured grating acuity. Clearly, normal or near-normal acuity 
under these conditions would predict good surgic2.l outcome. The converse is not 
necessarily true, however: some cataract patients are said to have had difficulties in 
detecting patches of interference fringes on their retina even though their retinal 
functions were shown w be adequate following surgery (61) . 
What is the effect of removing the lrns and thus changing the retinal image size? 
In aph_akia, using a spectacle lens the magnification of the image is 24-350:o larger 
-than in the- phakic eye. Tf!f~ c~u?~~an _aprarcnt shift to high spatial frequencies in 
coiHrast -sensitiviti-and ~n apparen! low frequency loss sinc-e the retinal image is 
optically--~ade larger so that the actual retinal spatial frequency is lower than the 
target spatial frequency. Enoch et al. (62, 63) tested the spatial contrast sensitivity of 
aphakic observers using interference fringes formed directly on the retina. The 
contact lens shifts the function to the left and eliminates the apparent low frequency 
fall-off in aphakia. The artificial loss caused by the spectacle lens is only about 6 
decibels. Their data thus allow one to distingui~h a low frequency loss in aphakia 
due to optical reasons from some pathology which might cot:xist. As we shall 
summarize, in several patient groups the loss in low frequency contrast sensitivity 
often exceeds those reported due to corneal and lens pathology (cataract or aphakia) . 
RETINA L PATHOLOGY 
Is there any value in studying spatial contrast sensitivity in patients with retinal 
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Contrast sensitivity measurement 
disease? Does it help in early diagnosis and better classification? One cannot yet 
~nswer these questions. There are, however, some studies which suggest that an 
answer may be forthcoming. Retinal diseases constitute a potentially useful area 
where spatial contrast' senstt1v1ty measurements may contribute to 
pathophysiological studies. Wolkstein et aLJ64) found that the grating acuity.of . 
sgme patiems suffering from retinitis pigmentosa (65) may be much worse than 
'sn~llen~acuiiy. This is also true in some patients with central serous retinopathy . 
. Clearly, in these paticntSthe traditional visual acuity measurement underestimated 
the magnitude of the visual dysfunction~~onversely, they found that in macular 
degeneration grating acuity may be bener than the S-nellen acuity sco~~._ It is not 
6bvio(ls wny some pati~nii with retinitis pigmentosa and typical ring scotoma have-
~igb frequency losses. AJow fre_guency los~ could be expected because of the 
restricted visual field size (seep. 385). A high frequency loss suggests that subclinical 
foveal pathology exists in some (but not all) retinitis pigmentosa patients. Another 
unknown concerns the dissociation between Snellen and grating acuity. This is 
surprising and may not be the fault of the grating stimulus. In patients with 
amblyopia, a similar dissociation was noted bt:tween the visual acuity scores 
measured with Landolt C and grating targets (66). It has been -suggested that 
problems, pointed out by Adler in 1935 (67), which occur in the physiology of the 
visual acuity measurements may be explained by the fact that detection of the 20/20 
line of the Snellen chart requires low spatial frequency cha:.nel participation. While 
very low spatial frequencies do not contribute significantly to the identification and 
recognition of Snellen optotypes, they do make a considerable contribution to the 
detection threshold. 
.Spatial ~911trast sensitivity abnormalities have been reported in several forms of 
macubr dystrophies (\'itelliform, fundus flavimaculatus, etc.) (64, 69). It is difficult 
to assess at this point, based on the studies of so few patients, whether or not there is 
ang relationship between the subtype of dystrophy and the visuogram. _!:~rlt_ in 
macular disease, attenuation of the high and middle frequency range was found in 
onesiud_y. (69): However. with a more widespread lesion in the posterior pole, there. 
'fsa- ·loss in sensitivity to all spatial frequencies. Interestingly, this study also 
aemonstrated how little visual acuity correlat.:s with spatial contrast sensitivity loss. 
Foi"iri~tanee, in a patient with vitelliform macular degeneration, the 10-fold loss in 
contrast sensitivity in the middle spatial frequencies occurring over a 2Yz-year 
period was not reflected in the patient's visual acuity score, which during the same 
period changed only from 0.7 to 0.6. 
Based on normal data, one would not expect an improvement in contrast 
scmitivity to high spatial frequencies when the field is increased above 2°. 
Surprisingly, in several patients suffering from diff,~rem forms of maculopathies, 
contrast sensitivity at high o;patial frequencies became normal when a large test fil'ld 
(24°) was used . On the other hand, p;Hients suffering from extensive lesions of the 
posterior pole showed a level loss of contrast sensiti\·ity which dil! not change with 
variations in field size (69). 
(ILAUCOMA 
A pa1ic11t with high intraocular pressure but normal optic discs and visual fields may 
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Diagnostic mt•rhods 
have either glaucoma or ocular hypcrlcnsion. Some of these patients will eventually 
sh;:,w visual field damage and/or optic disc cupping if :heir increased pr<.'!.SUres arc 
not treated (70-73) . A diagno~tic test capable c>f predicting which of rhcse paticuts 
will d~vclop glaucomatous damage may be invaluable. L:sing a method b;Jscd on the 
dctectabilitv of large field static grating patterns pnnted on paper, .Arden ~~d 
---- ~ --- - ~----------- .. . . . . 
Jacobson (~) found thnt spatial contrast sensitivity is scmitive to glaucomatous 
visualdamage. They found conirast sensitivity deficits not only in glaucor.1~ 
-palici1il>, but also in some ocular hypertensiYe patie-nts. Atkin ct al. t6) used a 
simpk mcasurcnH·nt involving only two spatial irequcnties presented Oil the cathode 
ray wbc which were nickered at 8 Hz. The two stimuli wt>re a 1.2 cycles/degree 
pattem and a homog~nous field (0.0 cycles/degree), and they were presented in the 
cel~tral 4° of the vi:;ual field. -r:he average of the contrast sensitiviiy to these two 
stimuli was defined as the dynamic range coefficient (DRC). The DRC was lower in 
glaucomatous than in normal tensive eyes. It is importam that in th~sc studies the 
control group consisted of age-matched normals, since aee per se may decrease low... 
spatial frc uenc sensitivity t56). lntcrcstingly also, tb.£..PRC was below normal in 
alf of the ocular hypt!rtemive eye!.. Being <tble to detect contrast sensitivity changes 
JlltlreJaq~r group, who share the increased intraocular pressure of the glaucoma 
patients but not their iield defects, could be of gret~t clinical significance concerning 
"eady therapy in these eyes. However, only long-term follow-up will re,·eal which 
ocular hypertensive patients \\'iii develop glaucoma. l{educed contrast sensitivitY to 
full-field nicker has been reported in glaucoma ami oculrnf}p~rehsJve patieilfsT7), 
_ 76). This measure ot temporal contrast semitivity is an-alogous to spatial contrast 
sensitivity: one measures the luminance modulation necessary to reach flicker 
· · £h~e~ho-id ai differe11trates of temporal -modulation. Temporal frequency sensi!ivity 
abn~nmaiitie.sare frequently found in the "isual fields-of glaucoma patients prior tu 
·-their showing any visual field loss by conventional perimetry. Tyler (76) found .that 
~P.LS!~~~ma/Of1!~crtmsiye patients he tested had significant losses 
around a specific frequency of about 30-40 H~nz, while low frequency sensitivity 
and CFF were frequently unaffected. 
RETROBULBAR NEURITIS AND MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS 
The measurement of rhe latency of the pattern-evoked potential is one established 
diagnostic technique in the evaluation of a patient suspected of having retrobulbar 
neuritis (77). Visual evoked potential abnormaliries can be shown in most patients 
with multiple sclerosis after their acuity returned to normal. It is not so well known 
that -most such patients also show abnormalities in the visuogni~~Thc type of 
~O.notmality is a high frequency loss in many (4, 78-81) and in some, level !oss. 
However, most interestingly, there b a group of patients in whom the loss involves 
oniy-o. range of spatial frequencies between 6 and 10 cycles/degree (78, 81). These 
aalaclcarly demonstrate that visual acuity measurements allow the clinician o-nly a 
iin1ited evaluation of a patient's ccmral vision. Not appreciating this fact may lead 
to an erront:ous ovcrt·stirnation of vi~ual capacity. This has b,c(!n a recurring theme 
in this chapter. For_jhis group of patients one can specifically say th~t: (a) spatial 
contrast sensi~ivitymeasuremcnts may be: a useful diagnostic aid in some patients 
with suspected multiple sclerosis; (b) the data raise questions about the locus of 
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:nvolvement in 'retrobulbar neuritis' of patients with selecti\'e spatial frequency 
Jo..)~~-5~- s~·tfa_ffre.quency selectivity (seep. 38i}"isatiiTbuted to cortical neurons, but 
~ is not considered a property of neurons of the retina or lateral geniculate.$y_~h 
los~~· demonstrated by Regan et al. (78) and Zimmerman et al. (81), imp~ 
postecniculaJ~_pathology in multiple sclerosis. Furthermore, a number of patients-
,..-:-- · ....________ _ _ - . -- .. .. . . . 
with tht: diagnosis of multiple sclerosis were recently found in whom orientationally 
~pecific c::mtrast sensitivity losses were found in addition to spatial frequency 
specific losses (82). Orientationally and spatial frequency selective neurons are mo~t 
likely cortical. These surprising findings certainly shou_!Q_~y_e impetus to 
morphological research-concerrilng-ille- pattern of demyelination in the visual 
pathways of humans:-- · --· -- -- -------
....-·--.,., ··- e---·--
POSTCH IAStvlATlC LESIONS 
h is a w~U:.established clinical fact that 'blurred' vision without acuity impairment 
c~ur asa- fli-st syniptom "in optic- nerve compression (8J). J!Lr~trochiasa1al . 
lesions, coniplaints of bhirred vision in the presence· of normal acuity are usually 
_ascribed tv visual field defects and not necessarily to daJl!lge of the foveal pathways. 
However. sma1es by Bod is-Wollner and Diamond (4) showed that foveal contrast 
'rnsiii\·Jiy ___ in ;-many- of these patients is imp~ired, suggesting that the p-athways 
subserving the fovea may not have the hypothesiz-ed immunity in retrochiasmal 
lesions (84). The visuogram is sensitive to visual deficits which remain undetected by 
tests of acuity and color vision. P.atients with cerebralle.sions and better than 20/40 
~S:..ll~ve visuograms that c~n- b~ classified into _Q_~;-~f - t·h~~ typ~-s~~£!£.tl 
fr(.'guenc~Jevel, O[_notch loss (Fig. 6) (3, 4). Patients in the last category mostly had 
occi;>ital tumors, with acuity intact. Their visuograms suggest that their visual 
~ymptoms may have been caused by _damage to_ frequency-select.iie" .neurcins" and· 
·fileli-conneclfo-rilin_ th~-~cortex (4, 85). Data on vascular supply in the human cortex 
and neurophysiological studies concerning the laminar organization or spatial 
frequency selective neurons of the visual cortex (18) suggest that the patients' 
defects may have been caused by pressure leading to an ischemic impairment in 
selective laminae of the cortex. Another possibility is that demyelination occurred in 
a laminar distribution . In other patients with selective losses, visual defects may be 
present at the same time as abnormalities in the visuogram, but often visual field 
defects appear later than visuogram abnormalities. Thus the visuvgram may liave a 
spec!al value in diagnosis. The effect of suprasellar tumors on the visual field can be 
qu:te variable and dclayeu (84), while abnormalities of central vision OC(Ur rather 
early. 
CEREBRAL BLINDNESS 
So:net inH'S ~ ~ -- :1 result of sudl!cn hypotension or cardiac arrest, patients may develop 
\I ktl b l'\J ;I ,;drr t.:J ccn.:br ;tl uli llUill'~::O. These pJl icnts. n10J l' orten than nut, do JIO( 
bump iillo c:hj~cts anct, if forced, can rktcct brge movin8 objet.:ls or bright flashes 
of li1 ht. Yet th..:y often s:1y th:1l they ar~: hlirtd. ~:inc~; ~;\nniin:tliou of p11pil f'l'iH;tivity, 
t•cltl:~r lltnli;l, :1110 f11ndu:. rcvc;d 110 <!hJH>IIi)illitil-s, tlll' q11cstion of lly\teria Cilll 
.tr j.,r.:_ ~:cwr;\1 visual evoked potential studies wctc done i11 :.uch patknts, ami in one 
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SPATIAL F~~QUENCY 
Fig. 6. Visuograms of 3 patients. Empty squares: high frequency loss (O.D.) of a 60-ycar-o\d 
patient with 20/30 Snellen acuity and the diilgnosis of occlusior. of the left p:>sterio& ccrebrai 
artery. Filled squares: selective frequency loss (0.5.) of a 63-ycar-old patient with o.:cipital 
pole metastasis and 20/30 + I acuity. Stars: level loss (O.D.) of a 19-year-old patient with 
20/40 acuity and granulomatom itifection of the brain . Reproduced from Bod is-\Vollner (98) 
by courtesy of the Editors of The L::mcet . 
study, visual evoked potential amplitude as a function of spatial frequency of the 
grating stimulus was compared with the contrast sensitivity of the same patient. 
There was a correspondence between the patient's report of the presence or absence 
of some pattern or motion, and the presence or absence of ~voked potentials ·. In 
addition, evoked potentials and psychophysical measurements showed concurrent 
changes during the patient's recovery (86). R::covery proceeded in a definite pattern: 
low frequencies recovered first, then medium, and lastly and incompletely, the high 
frequencies, which riever completely recovered in this and other patients with 
cerebral blindne~s (85). This measurement suggests that the neural substrates (up to 
and including the primary cortex) of psychophysical responses and evoked 
potentials are equally vulnerable to cerebral lesions. 
CONTRAST SENSITIVITY AND VISUAL EVOKED POTENTIALS TO 
GRATINGS 
A number of techniques (87, 88) were put forward for. rapid assessment of visual 
acuity using visual evoked potential (VEP! measurements obtained with grating 
pattern stimuli. In some studies, the fun.:ri::~n relating VEP amplitude to spatial 
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frequency approximates the shape of the contrast sensitivity function for the same 
normal observer. Apparently in the normal observer using selected stimulus 
parameters, one can obtain VEP amplitude functions which have the same general 
form as the psychophysical contrast sensitivity. This correspondence docs not hold 
for all temporal rates, and this has been pointed out by several investigators (89, 90). 
The interested reader should consult the VEP literature in detail. It seems, though, 
that in some clinical disorders the VEP and contrast sensitivity measurements reflect 
the function of the same neuronal ensembles. Sugimachi (90) used laser interference 
fringes for measuring contrast sensitivity and VEP's in a group of patients with 
uniocular pathology. He found a marked similarity between the shape of the 
contrast sensitivity function and the VEP amplitude function across the spatial 
frequency scale in the normal eye. There was correspondence bet\veen the two 
measures in the normal eyes; however, the correlation between the two functions 
was poorer in the eye with pathology. In retinitis pigmentosa (65), a similar finding 
was shown using the conventional technique. Using the same grating stimulus for 
both contrast sensitivity and _y£p .measurements in the same patient is a prormsing" 
. way-to examinethe rel<~tionship between the subjective contrast ineasuremenis'and . .. 
ilie-objcciTvc index provided't:iy .. the VEP:In some cases, this has provcri"fobe of 
-diagnostic usefulness. as in differentiating hysterical from cerebral blindness (86). 
METHODS 
It is feasible to use an oscilloscope, very slightly modified, to set up a spatial 
contrast sensitivity testing device. Besides the oscilloscope, one needs an oscillator, 
voltage auenuator, and a photocell for calibration. The vertical amplifier should be 
free-running and the horizontal, running at a rate of about 100 Hz, should trigger 
the oscillator, which then feeds into the Z-axis of the scope. Its frequency establishes 
the number of cycles on the screen. Since the commercially available equipment is 
for general-purpose use, the price one pays for them is too high. Furthermore, they 
are Jess than perfect for the task. At the moment, standard clinical equipment is not 
a\'ailabl<! commercially, and there arc no standard conditions of field size, 
luminance, etc. which are· agreed upon for the clinical use of spatial contrast 
'>ensitivity measurements. However, it is not over-optimistic to say that it would be 
possible to standardize equipment, since ·a few well-chosen parameters concerning 
mean luminance, spatial frequency, and rate and mode of presentation (on/off and 
countcrphasc) can encompass all the possible variations which seem to be needed 
clinically. One does not need to provide an endless and infinite variety of methods 
of presentation. 
Jh~~sr_ important aspect of clinical use of the vis1.1ugram is to have normal 
_c()~~rols. 1\kan lumin:mce of the scope should r-emain constant ·while spatial 
frcqLCill.'fandcontrast are varied . If inc<~n luminance is paranictt ic;dly changed. the 
thH mal ~·ontrol valliL'~ for each' jj,-~;tn lumin:mcc level should be cstabli~hcd. 
Ob\·iomly, equipment which is specified for the norm:ll standard at several mean 
lulll i nanrc levels would be most <Hiv:ttll ap:nus for I he pra~·t icc ol spat i:tl contrast 
~l'lhiti\'ity lncasttrcmcnts, but it is not yet available. So, when tcporting data, Olll' 
1~1\ IP hl· ahk to ~Pl'L·ily thl' couditiun' of tc~tillf, IIH::IItlttltlin :tn~· L', fid,l ~ill', and 
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method of__l!rcsentation. 
The first practical step in setting up the test is to use a photometer nnd a photoq:ll 
to measure luminance and calibrate the contrast. Most laboratory cathode ray tubes 
(CRT) can be used with slight modification to present gmt ing stimuli. However, 
there are CRTs especially produced for this task, and some are commercially 
available. Their price may range from $ J ,500 to $4,.500, and some of these device-s 
arc cxcellem, while others (costing no less) arc very poor. The price difference 
bet ween equally good scopes lies in the field size. Regardless of which type one uses, 
the contrast will be determined by the voltage versus intensity function of the Z-axis 
amplifier of the scope. This function varies from model to model and one needs to 
take the time to calibrate one's equipment. This only requires a little practice. 
Provided that calibration is not neglected, it should be no problem to find a good 
potentiometer or attenuator to control the voltage output of the signal generator 
(oscillator) needed for Z-axis modulation. The selling of the attenuator can be read 
off in contrast values from the graph drawn from the calibration of contrast versus 
Z-axis input voltage. 
· -In this chapter, mention has been made in several places of the differences which 
may occur in the human contrast sensitivity function depending on the temporal 
rate of presentation. It has also been suggested that the method of presentaticn mav 
~ulate different types of ganglion cells, as revealed by single cell recordings in 
animals. It has also been mentioned how, using one versus another method of , 
testing, one can differentially enhance the diagnostic value of the test. In glaucoma. ~ 1' 
for instance, steady presentation ofgnuing patterns docs not adequately dis~inguish' 
. patients with eariy giaucoma -from normal controls, while th~ same targets presen-ted 
··ara rapid rate 00 -separate tnetri (6)~ -The possible relationship-of these sensiTivity. 
·dilferences to -the differentialvlilrierability of different types of ganglion cells was 
mentionedJThus methodological aspects are not only of interest to basic research, 
but also to--the ·alnidan using spatial contrast sensitivity measurements for 
·diagnosis. He should be able to use a slow and fast mode of prescutation if needed. 
-This can be easily · achieved by using a second signal generator to modulate the 
output of the first one used for the spatial frequency variable. For a more oewiicd 
explanation of the equipment, the reader is encouraged to _comact the authors of 
this chapter. 
FUTURE RESEARCH 
A neglected aspect of spatial contrast sensitiVIty measurements has been the 
~xpl~~~!!~!l_of possi~~-differential effects in various diseases of the eye and optic 
~p~_!_~~~ys of_ changing the mean luminance. oL!h~ grating pattern used.._]JK_, 
not~wonhy e~ception is a study involving patients with amblyopia. It is a ·well-
":b1own clinical fact (91) t-hat mean luminance reduction may enhance the diagnostic 
yieid of vis-ual acuity measurements in optic neuritis. Thus it would seem that testing 
~spatial contrast sensitivity at different mean luminance levels could become: a u5dul 
technique in revealing differences in visuograms reftrablc to different types of 
pathologies. 
The relationship between afferent pupillary defects and spat ial contrast sensiti vi ty 
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.J!leas_wements..has not yetbeen studied. Pr~~.i~~01a*_incipie~!_C()rnm:~~~on..of. the 
.optfE nerve often hen.!lds..itself .with suojective blur~irig of vi~il)n and minimal, 
afferent pupillary -defect (83). This S!)bjective blurring of vision probabcy represents 
spatial comrasr .. sensitivity ld~s "undetected .. by visual_acuity_ \neasurements-"(84). 
\vheiher or not-there is a rehltionship between afferent pupillary defects and some 
types of \'isuogram abnormalities is unknown. Research could be rewarding since 
we know that pupillary reflexes may not be mediated equally by aU types of optic 
nerve fibers. For instance, X- and Y -ganglion-cells may be differentially involved in 
the pathway which controls the pupillary response. It is our feeling that, as this 
example shows, a great deal of research could be pursued in neuro-
ophthalmological practice which might yield diagnostically and pathophysiolo-
gically important data. 
An aspect of spatial contrast which may become diagnostically useful in the 
future will be quantification of suprathreshold contrast matching (92, 93). Often 
patients report distortions of coarse gratings well above threshold, but 
quantification of these distortions has not yet been easy. A fascinating report has 
been published (94), and it is clear that a lot of work needs to be done to evaluate if 
and when threshold changes correlate with changes in suprathreshold seeing, in 
different patho)ogies. Developing gu;:wJ.ifia.ble aspects qf_suprathresholp vision may 
provide diagnostic possibilities, and may lead ~o a greater specificity of spatial 
comras~rne:>surements in the differemial diagnosis of visuaLdis.orciers. --. -----
TheciTnlcaJ u.se of VEP measurements has burgeond in the last decade. This is 
due to the fact that patterned stimuli are used for stimulation. Most often the 
pallerns employed are checkerboards, although grating patterns have also been usi!d 
in the clinic. One advantage of gr~ting patterns is that they can be generated on 
os<.:ilioscope screens in ;my desired spa~ial frequency, contrast orientation and 
temporal rate of presentation. Checkerboard patterns using either reversing mirror 
or TV methods cannot be easily manipulated in this way. Gratings could be more 
advantageously used than checkerboards for comparing subjective visuogram 
abnormalities with VEP changes. This advantage of using grating stimuli for 
establishing visuograms and evoked potentials has been demonstrated only for 
problems such as subjective blindness or reduced vision which is not accompanied 
by obvious ocula~ and pupillary abnormalities. ObYiously, using the same stimulus 
for VEP and ~ubjective mcasuremems provides a power unmatched by either 
method alone. As of now the clinical use of grating patterns as stimuli for YEP 
mt·;;suremt.'nts has not arhit.'vcd the popularity of cht.'ckcrbuard patterns. Part of the 
prol.Jkm was in obwining oscilh.>s-.:opc screens of sufficient size and brightness. This 
preblcm has recently been ovcrrom\:. In the authors' laboratory, grating patterns 
were usd in conjunction with checkerboard patterns: in clinical diagnosis, and 
co&np:!rati\<.: data su~'!CCSt that thert• is no need to the both types of patterns. The 
•<•ll tl!~,, grating patterns t~·st only one orientation of the visual system may be an 
alivalll<•."'-"· i\lcridio:1al defects cannot be explored with ...:heckcrboard patterns, and 
a·•ail<:hic da1a SUff'CSI that orientation as a parameter can gi\·c us clinically useful 
d;llll. O!klllatioll;d ~~udit•, l·au as:,i~t illt'\'alu:ltill!~ ;\~tigm;llk t'fllHS aud mclidio11al 
a1nblynpi:t (!J5), and mcricll!lllal \'FP latency •. -hangcs as a n·sult of organic 
p:l!IJu\•JfV t%). 
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APPENDIX A 
'The contrast of a grating pattern is a measure of the spatial distribution of 
luminance across the stimulus display. If one moved a photocell across the display 
in a direction orthogonal to the sinusoidal bars and watched the voltage output on 
·an oscilloscope, we would ·see one sine wave cycle for each cycle of the grating that is 
cro:>sed. A linear photocell has an output whi.:h is proportional to the luminance 
input. Thus hs output, such as the one in Figure 7 is a description of the spatial 
luminance dis:ribution of the grating. Light bars are represented by the upward 
curve, and dark bars by the downward curve. One light and one dark bar constitute 
one cyde of the grating. The line in Figure 7 which bisects the luminance profile 
represents the m~an luminance of the grating and is simply the average of the 
luminances of one light and one dark bar. Contrast is. defined by: 
C (I . d I . ) Lmax - Lmin ontrast ummance mo u at1on = L L . 
mu + mm 
where Lma.~ is the peak luminance (measured at the brightest point in a light bar) and 
Lmin is the minimum luminance (measured at the darkest point in a dark bar). 
Contrast ddined in this manner will represent the luminance difference between the 
light and dark bars at a given mean luminance. 
Remember that mean luminance is the average amount of light, and contra~t is 
tlre spatial d1stnbuuon of that light. Mean-lumlnancewilTDe some absolute value, 
say· 40 cd7m2. Contrast, hGJ\I:ever. IS a relative measure and is a description of how 
the luminance is jistr'ibuted spatially :-*two SE~ing~_.!..l'l.<IY -~e __ of equi,~I_~QJ1tr<\st hut 
different in_ mean luminance. e.g. one in the scotopic and one in the photopic range. 
TtlT~-. tial contrasi sensitivity the mean luminance is kept constant so that 
true contrast sensitivity rather t an ummance sensttivtty IS measure • 
100 
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Fig. 7. One cycle of the luminance profile of a sinusoidal grating. Luminance of an arbitrary 
scale is represented on the ordinate where space is represented on the abscissa. As the figure is 
drawu, if the full scale has a luminance of 100 units, thtn the mean luminance is 50 units and 
the contrast for this example is 0.5 (Lmax 75, Lmin = 25, and 75 - 25/75 + 25 = 0.5). 
(Drawing by Ms . Caroline Leake) . 
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APPENDIX B 
Spa.tial frequency is defined as the number of cycles of a grating pattern subtended 
in one degree of visual angle at the eye. Because the visual angle of an object is 
directly related to the obser\'er's viewing distance from that object, spatial 
frequency for a particular grating with vary with viewing distance. The spatial 
frequency of a grating pattern can be calculated from the number cycles seen on the 
display. Visual angle can be calculated from: 
screen width 
tan A = . . d" 
v1ewmg •stance 
Once one knows the width of the display (the dimension orthogonal to the lines of 
the grating), one cal) determine how many cycles of the grating are subtended in one 
degree of visual angle. For example, if the display is a 12 x 18 em rectangle, then 
one can compute the height by iinding the angle whose tangent is 0.12 (since 12/10o = 
0. I 2) and the width by doing the same for 0.18. These correspond to approximately 
7° and 10° of visual angle. Now if one divides the number of cycles appearing on the 
s~.:reen by 10c, one finds how many are subtended in one degree at the eye at a 
distance of 100 em. For instance, if one sees 20 full cycles, then this grating has a 
spatial frequency of 2 cycles/degree (20 cycles/10° == 2 cycles/degree). Halve the 
viewing d:stance, and the spatial frequency is halved. At a 50 em \'iewing distance 
1newidth·1tow subte'nds 20° -visual 'angleantrthe same grating with the 20 visible 
c·ycles has a spatial fre~uency of 1 cycle/degree (20 cycles/20° == 1 cycle/degree) 
grating. 
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Contrast Sensitivity: 
Relating 
Visual Capability to Performance 
Major Arthur P. Ginsburg, USAF 
Two Air Force pilots peer into the early 
morning sky trying hard to detect an approaching 
jet aircraft. One pilot detects the advancing aircraft 
at a range of 9.6 miles, the second at 7.7 miles, 49 
seconds after the first pilot. The large difference in 
detection range between the two pilots is not due 
to a difference between their visual acuity, in fact, 
both pilots have similar acuity. The visual capability 
that could explain the differences in pilot per-
formance is called contrast sensitivity. The field 
trials described above are part of a five-year 
program by the Air Force Aerospace Medical 
Research laboratory Aviation Vision lab to relate 
visual contrast sensitivity to target acquisition. 
Standard Vision Testing 
Existing visual standards for pilots are based on 
their ability to see high contrast black and white 
letters or symbols on an eye chart. Although visual 
acuity is a good measure of the optical char-
acteristics of the eye-how well the eye can focus 
an image-it is primarily a measure of visual 
quantity, not quality. Unfortunately, visual acuity 
has not related well to visual performance in 
conditions requiring detection of targets of 
different size and contrast. For example, visual 
conditions for a combat arena such as the high 
contrast environment of the daytime desert are 
96 
quite different from the lower contrast twilight and 
dawn conditions of the European environment. 
The limitations of visual acuity tests are easy to 
understand. Current eye charts with only one high 
level of black and white contrast are not sensitive to 
different size targets of different contrasts. The 
auditory equivalent to a high contrast eye chart 
would be a hearing test with only one high level of 
loudness for all sound frequencies tested . Similarly, 
the evaluation of vision based solely on optical 
characteristics is not sufficient. Obviously, good 
optical characteristics are desired, but a more 
sensitive vision test is needed. The contrast 
sensitivity test relates the quality of contrast 
perception to the next stage of visual processing-
the retina/brain system. 
Contrast Sensitivity Testing 
The retina/brain system converts the retinal 
image into a visual code based primarily on the 
shape and contrast of the target. This part of vision 
is tested by contrast sensitivity. Since targets come 
in a wide range of different size, shape and 
contrast, sensitivity of the visual system should be 
tested with a set of simple targets that can represent 
any target size, shape and contrast. A set of targets 
that works well are sine wave gratings, which are 
fuzzy bars of different sizes (Figure 1). 
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-., -~.sine wa~e grating_ is a .repeated sequence of 
lighrand da'rk har~.whpse luminance profile varies 
sinusoidally abOut a meanlul'hinance with distance. 
The width of one !ight and one dark bar of a grating 
is one' cycle,- or· the period of the grating. The 
reciprocal of the period is the' spatial frequency. 
Spatial frequency is the number of cycles of the 
grating that occur over a particular distance. The 
spatial frequency of an object can be expressed by 
cycles per object dimension or more commonly, by 
cycles, per degree of visual angle (cpd). The 
luminance difference or modulation of the light 
and dark bars determines the contrast of the 
grating. In a typical measurement for contrast 
sensitivity, the . contrast 'of the sine-wave grating, 
usually generated on a TV display, is increased until 
the bars are just at the threshold of visibility and the 
subject reports· .detection. Measurements are 
/ 
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Figure 1 
repeated for a number of bar · widths (spatial 
frequencies). The reciprocal of contrast threshold is 
plotted as a function of spatial frequency to create a 
contrast sensitivity function (CSF) (Figure 2). 
Instead of using sine wave gratings to test 
vision, why not letters, sharp discs or fuzzy circles 
of different sizes and contrast, patterns that look 
more like targets? The complete mathematical 
answer to that question is very complex. Simply, the 
sine wave grating is a mathematically specia l target, 
and any complex target can be created from or 
broken down into a combination of gratings ·with 
different amplitudes and orientations. This means 
that the spatial information in any target can be 
duplicated from a combination of gratings, and 
measuring the visual contrast sensitivity .to these 
gratings will give a measure of the visual sensitivity 
to more complex targets. 
USAF Medical Service Digest 
Just a~ heatin~ tests usc sound intensity and 
sinJ.;IP '>ound frc•qtiPnc ic>'> to nH'.1'>lllf' ,wditory 
semitivity to complex sound~, contra~! !>cmitivity 
tc-,t!'. me- colllril\t and c;in~lc spati~l fr€'f1li<'IKic-!> to 
measure visual sensitivity to complex targets. That is 
the power behind the contrast scmitivity function. 
The contrast sensitivity approach allows a quantita-
tive analysis for specifying relevant target informa-
tion, visual filter characteristics, and visual capa-
bility and performance within a single framework. 
It describes the general filtering characteristics of 
vision under day or night viewing conditions. 
Although contrast sensitivity provides a more 
·· complete measure of spatial vision than acuity 
measurements, the correlation of visual c;apability 
to visual performance, such as target acquisition, 
had to be shown. In general, 20120 vision means 
that a certain visual sensitivity exists from only 18 to 
30 cpd. If a human's visual system had only one 
filter that made up the contrast sensitivity function, 
then perhaps a single acuity value such as 20/20 
would adequately describe the contrast sensitivity 
function. Instead, there are many smaller filters, 
receptive fields grouped together called channels 
that comprise the contrast sensitivity function 
(Figure 2). Since these channels are almost 
independent from one another, high sensitivity for 
one size channel does not mean high sensitivity for 
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all other size channels. Therefore, 20/20 acuity over 
18 to 30 cpd does not describe the sensitivity of 
channels below 18 cpd or above 30 cpd. This is why 
some patients with multiple sclerosis or certain 
other visual problems can pass an eye chart test, but 
complain about the vision of one eye and not the 
other. Decreased sensitivity to low and middle 
spatial frequencies can occur in certain of these 
cases. _ 
Pilots' Vision Testing 
The visual complaints of multiple sclerosis 
patients have implications for testing the vision of 
pilots. Since the visual standards for pilots are based 
on visual acuity, which is not sensitive to lower or 
middle spatial frequencies, there may be significant 
individual differences in these frequency ranges. 
even for pilots with similar acuity. This means that 
the visual capability of pilots to see targets with 
larger size and lower contrast than the last line read 
on their eye charts is unknown. 
Three Air Force pilots at AFAMRL had their 
contrast sensitivity measured in early 1979. The 
surprising results are shown in Figure 3. Although 
pilot B had a lower visual acuity than the other two 
pilots, his contrast sensitivity below 4 cpd is 
significantly higher than that of pilot C. The next 
problem was to determine if these differences in 
contrast sensitivity between pilots is typical and to 
determine how important the differences might be. 
To determine the variability of contrast sensi-
tivity for vision, large population contrast sensitivity 
measurements were needed . A quick, repeatable, 
sensitive and cheat-proof test . for a computer 
controlled video display was developed . This test 
98 ' 
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mea~ures a contrast sensitivity funciton in about 12 
minutes, or about the time needed for a hearing 
test. That test, used in 1980 to test 285 observers at 
the Dayton Air Fair and the Air Force Museum, 
produced the first large population dat.a of a new 
vision test since 1884. Since then over 1000 
individuals have been tested, including over 100 Air 
Force pilots and 80 Air force Academy cadets. The 
results differed by an average factor of over 3 in 
contrast sensitivity over the range of spatial 
frequencies tested (1 to 24 cpd). About 10 to 15% of 
the population have good acuity but low contrast 
sensitivi!y for low and middle spatial frequencies 
(similar to pilot C, Figure 3). 
Contrast Sensitivity and 
Visual Performance 
The next step was to determine if differences in 
contrast sensitivity are related to differences in 
visual performance. Contrast sensitivity differences 
have been shown to be predictive of the visibility of 
stationary targets in the detection and identifica-
tion of letters and aircraft silhouettes, simulated air-
to-ground target detection, and in actual ground-
to-air target detection. These results all show that 
contrast sensitivity, not visual acuity, predicts visual 
performance. 
In air-to-ground target detection, for example, 
differences in contrast sensitivity resulted in 
differences in detection range. During simulated 
landings, 11 Air Force instructor pilots at Williams 
AFB were required to press a button on detecting a 
MiG aircraft at the end of the runway. Visual 
capability, measured using standard acuity and 
contrast sensitivity techniques, was compared with 
detection range. The results (Figures 4 and 5) show 
that contrast sensitivity, not visual acuity, predicts 
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the pilot~' detection range. Further, there is littl£> 
correlation bctwccn acuity measures and contra~t 
sensitivity. For example, two pilots had similar 
acuity under normal light conditions, but had peak 
contrast sensitivities that differed by factors of 1.4 
and 2.2 under normal and low light conditions. 
Although both pilots used the same detection 
criterion, the pilot with the higher contrast 
sensitivity detected the MiG at a distance 2.4 times 
greater than his colleague. This difference trans-
lated into detection time differences of 21 seconds 
for clear and 10 seconds for fog visibility conditions 
between these most and least sensitive pilots. 
'Similar results have been found in recent field 
studies. Eighty-four Air Force pilots reported 
detection of approaching T -39 aircraft for ten field 
trials in visibility conditions ranging from one-half 
mile to over 15 miles. The visual capability was 
measured using the standard acuity and contrast 
sensitivity tests and correlated to detection range. 
Contrast sensitivity correlated significantly to 
detection range for 8 of 10 field trials. Visual acuity 
correlated in 3 of 10 field trials, one trial with a 
significant negative correlation. Only one of the 
ten field trials did not correlate with either test due 
to limited data because of poor weather. The 
average difference in detection range and time 
between the most and least sensitive pilots for all 
visibility conditions was 2.2 miles and 56 seconds. 
These differences in target acquisition capability 
are important for the success of visually demanding 
Air Force ground, air, and space missions. 
These results also have important implications 
for safety in other visually demanding tasks such as 
driving automobiles and trucks. The Air Force and 
the civilian community, in addition to loss of life 
and human suffering, loses many manhours and 
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inntrc, l.u~l' iiiHounts of d.llll.l~<' ft om v<~hil l1• 
iHTidC'nts. Thl' iimit.1tiom found in acuity tec.ts usPd 
to select pilots also apply to vision tests for drivers' 
lin•mc. The increased dctc<·tion tim<> n<>l'dcd to 
dC'tcct a targc•t due to low contrast sensitivity also 
produces poor visual performance for detection of 
other vehicles, pedestrians, road hazards, and signs. 
Several studies that compared the capability of 
young and old adults to discriminate between two 
road signs in a simulated driving task have found 
that, even though both age groups had similar 
visual acuity, the older group had lower contrast 
sensitivity. The younger group was able to 
discriminate the road signs at a distance 24% 
greater than the older group. 
The power of the contrast sensitivity approach 
is not just limited to quantifying visual capability, 
but extends to quantifying display/simulator sys-
tems as well. Just as visual acuity tests emphasized 
the optical quality of vision, display/simulator 
standards have emphasized the limits of pattern 
detail that can be seen, and the high contrast Air 
Force Tri-Bar target has been used to describe 
display/simulator capability in the same manner as 
the eye chart is used to describe visual capability. 
The limitations of display systems resolution 
standards are similar to the limitations of acuity for 
vision standards. 
Contrast sensitivity techniques developed for 
vision can also be used to create meaningful 
standards for displays. Contrast sensitivity has been 
used to relate the contrast losses of three different 
candidate heads-up displays (HUD) for the F-16. 
Although these HUDs had passed specifications, 
pilot complaints about one of the HUDs required 
an evaluation related to mission performance. The 
solution was to measure pilots' contrast sensitivity 
both around and through the HUDs. The dif-
ference between the two contrast sensitivities 
provided the contrast loss, due to the HUD optical 
characteristics, that was directly related to the pilots 
ability to see targets. The contrast loss was then 
related to differences in detection range attributed 
to contrast sensitivity found from the AFAMRL field 
trials discussed earlier. It is this fundamental power 
of the contrast sensitivity approach that promises to 
create meaningful unifying standards for both 
observers and display systems. 
A new contrast sensitivity test chart has 
recently been tested . This chart uses photographs 
of gratings with different spatial frequencies and 
contrast, similar to Figure 1. In about five minutes, 
100 
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c,pmitivity funrtion th.lt compares quite clo.,ely to 
that obtained using the more time consuming, 
morP expensive , and more complex computer-
based video system. This new vision test chart 
promises to bring the latest technology in vision 
testing into the realm of everyday optometric/ 
ophthalmic eye examinations. 
Conclusions 
The results of these contrast sensttlvtty in-
vestigations may lead to the creation of meaningful 
test methods and standards in vision . Present 
standards have served us reasonably well, but we 
need to continue to incorporate our increased 
knowledge about vision and vision testing to create 
the next generation vision standards. The form 
those standards take will depend upon a thorough 
understanding of the interrelationships among 
visual science, engineering, performance require-
ments, evaluation, and Air Force needs. However, 
to quote a recent article, one thing is clear right 
now: "20/20 is not enough".8 o 
Major Ginsburg is Director, Aviation Vision Laboratory, 
AFAMRL. 
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VCTS Product Users Guide No. 1 
IMPROVED 
REFRACTION 
WITH THE VCTS 
Refracting with the VCTS sine-wave gratings, particularly spherical refinement, js more efficient than using the 
standard Snellen Acuity chart. 
THE VCTS 
* SAVES TIME 
. * IS OBJECTIVE (FORCED CHOICE) 
* PROVIDES INCREASED PRECISION 
. * CHECKS AGAINST OVER-REFRACTION 
The VISTECH VCTS 6500 far chart system is used for refining distance AX's, while the VCTS 6000 near system can 
be used to obtain prescriptions for near adds for presbyopes. Both systems give more precise refractions by using 
sine-wave gratings (bar patterns): letters can be magnified or minified by lenses; sine wave gratings either appear or 
disappear. 
REDUCED SUBJECTIVITY MEANS 
REDUCED REFRACTION TIME 
The VCTS is a more objective refracting tool than Snellen letters. As you know, Snellen letters are very high 
contrast, and because of this, small changes in refractive error may create no perceivable difference In image 
appearance. Many patients have difficulty determining subjectively, "which one is better one or two?", when they 
view Snellen letters through different power lenses. The VCTS eliminates this problem by providing an objective 
(forced choice) response for the patient. Since the contrast levels on the VCTS are near visual threshold (the lowest 
contrast at which an image can be seen) small changes in refractive error will cause the lowest contrast bar patterns 
to go below threshold and disappear. The patient simply reports whether additional lens power causes additional 
bar patterns to be visible. The question the patient answers is simply, "Do you see more patterns?" This objectivity 
improves doctor/patient rapport by avoiding repeated subjective patient responses, e.g. "Doctor, I can't determine 
which one is better one or two." Further, it reduces . refracting time by 30%. s \ · · --
INCREASED PRECISION 
CHECKS AGAINST OVER-REFRACTION 
The VCTS gives you increased precision in determining a patient's visual threshold. Visual threshold is maximum 
when the lens, either naturally or by correction, optimally focuses images on the retina. Any change in image focus, 
either through over or under correction, causes this threshold to be reduced. Since the VCTS measures visual 
threshold, the optimum refraction can easily be identified by determining which lens provides the best threshold on 
the VCTS. The best threshold is obtained when the patient can see bars the farthest to the right on the lowest row of 
the VCTS. Once this best threshold is obtained, additional lens power will not allow the patient to see farther down 
the row. The doctor simply determines which power allows the patient to see farthest on the VCTS and that is the 
correct lens power. At that point, the doctor stops adding power and no longer has to ask the question, "Is it better 
or just smaller and darker?" 
This procedure not only saves valuable doctor time by reducing initial refracting time 30%, but also eliminates 
rerefraction of returning patients who may have been over-corrected. Therefore, It provides better patient care by 
eliminating the problem of over correction, and insures ag.ainst loss of referral due to overrefracting. Furthermore, 
this procedure provides a very accurate refraction for those patients whose profession requires it. 
I 0 I 
Refraction with the VCTS® 700S 
The VCTS* is a more objective refracting tool than Snel-
len letters. Because Snellen letters have very high con-
trast, small changes In refractive error may create no . 
perceivable difference In Image appearance. Many pa-
tients have difficulty determining subjectively, 'Which 
Is better, one or two?", when they view Snellen letters 
through different power lenses. The verse eliminates 
this problem by providing an objective (forced-choice) 
response for the patient. 
Since the contrast levels on the verse are near visual 
threshold (the lowest contrast at which an Image can 
be seen), small changes in- refractive error will cause 
the lowest contrast bar patterns to go below threshold 
and disappear. The patient simply reports whether ad-
ditional lens power causes additional bar patterns to 
be visible. The question the patient answers is simply, 
"Do you see more patterns?" This objectively improves 
doctor/patient rapport by avoiding subjective patient re-
sponses, e.g., "Doctor, I can't determine which one Is 
better, one or two." 
The verse gives increased precision in determining a 
patient's visual threshold. Visual threshold is maximum 
when the lens, either naturally or by correction, optimally 
focuses images on the retina. Any change in image 
focus, either through over- or under-correction, causes 
this threshold to be reduced. Since the VCTse mea-
sures visual threshold, the optimum refraction can 
easily be identified by determining which lens provides 
the best threshold on the vers®. 
The best threshold is obtained when the patient can 
identify. bars of the lowest contrast farthest down the 
slide. Once this best threshold is obtained, additional 
lens power will not allow the patient to see farther down 
the row. The doctor simply determines which power 
allows the patient to see farthest down the slide and 
that is the correct lens power. At that point, the doctor 
stops adding power and no longer has to ask the ques-
tion, "Is it better, or just smaller and darker?" 
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REFRACTION PROCEDURE 
SPHERE 
1. Obtain gross endpoint using section C. 
2. Determine last visible patch In section E. If none are 
seen, use section D. 
3. Increase plus or minus (0.50 to 1.00 D) power until 
maximum number of patches are visible, or until last 
patch seen becomes less sharp. 
4. To check overminusing, use last visible patch and 
reduce. power until patch disappears. Add power 
until patch reappears. Record result. 
AXIS AND CYLINDER 
1. Insert -0.50DC and position flip-cross lens. 
2. if against-the-rule or oblique astigmatism is sus-
pected, use patch D-1 and test patient in the 45, 
90, and 135 degree meridians. To check with-the-rule 
cylinder, the horizontally oriented patch should be 
shown. 
3. Determine axis by asking patient each time: 'Where 
are the bars sharpest?" All bars will appear equally 
sharp if no astigmatism exists. -
4. Use patch D-1 and rotate axis ± 20 degrees around 
sharpest meridian until bars appear sharpest. 
5. Increase cylinder power until maximum number of 
patches are visible, or until last patch seen becomes 
less sharp. Add at least -0.50DC before making 
final determination. 
6. Rotate axis ± 10 degrees until bars are sharpest. 
7. Refine axis and cylinder power by repeating Steps 
5 and 6. Record result. 
NOTE: For binocular balance, isolate and dissociate 01. 
Furthermore, real wortd visual capability for distant visual tasks, (such u needed for aports vision or drivers' exams) 
can be accurately measured. 
The distance chart Is also an effective way to let your patients know that your practice uses the most advanced 
technology available for vision testing. As more and more articles are published about the VCTS, the visibility of 
this product becomes Increasingly Important to your practice Image. 
The VCTS 6500 Includes a population overlay which allows the doctor to directly compare the patients contrast 
sensitivity scores to those of the normal population. 
VCTS 700S 
The VCTS 700S Is the first multi-functional slide for testing both contrast sensitivity and acuity. The slide Is an 
effective tool for the evaluation and fitting of contact lenses. Patients can be quickly tested through the phoropter 
and then again through their lenses. If a difference Is noted between these tests, the doctor Immediately knows 
there is a problem with the contacts. 
Refracting with the VCTS 700S gratings Is more effective than refracting with letters for reasons mentioned In the 
refraction section of 1his booklet. The slide saves refracting time, virtually eliminates overmlnuslng, and builds 
doctor-patient rapport. 
The VCTS chart systems, VCTS 6000 and 6500, are Individually calibrated and standardized so that they include 
a population overlay which allows direct comparison of patient scores to those of the population. However, due to 
many variables associated with a projection slide; such as bulb life, projector type, screen type, background room 
mumination, etc.; the slide cannot presently be standardized and thus does not include a population overlay. If the 
doctor desires to compare his patients' scores to a population score, we suggest collecting contrast sensitivity 
curves on 10 to 20 "normal" persons and establishing norms for the specific exam conditions. Keep in mind, 
however, that each exam lane has Its own norms and as bulb life changes and the projector and screen age, the 
norms will change. 
Also, due to the limited space on a projection slide, the VCTS 700S includes fewer contrast levels than the chart 
systems. 
For these reasons, we suggest using the slide in conjunction with the chart systems. The slide can be used for 
retraction, contact lens evaluation and fitting, and early detection, while the charts should be used to more 
· accurately quantify visualloss~s once they are detected with the slide. 
Improved Refraction with the VCTS 
The VISTECH CONSULTANTS VCTS 6500 far chart system and VCTS 700S slide system can be used for refining 
distance RXs, while the VCTS 6000 near system is used to obtain prescriptions for near adds for presbyopes. 
These systems give more precise refractions by using sine-wave gratings (bar patterns): letters can be magnified 
or minified by lenses; sine-wave gratings either appear or disappear. 
REDUCED SUBJECTIVITY MEANS 
REDUCED REFRACTION TIME 
The VCTS is a more objective refracting tool than Snellen letters. As you know, Snellen letters have very high 
contrast, and because of this, small changes in refractive error may create no perceivable difference in image 
appearance. Many patients have difficulty determining subjectively, "which one is better, one or two?", when they 
view Snellen letters through different power lenses. The VCTS eliminates this problem by providing an objective 
(forced choice} response for the patient. Since the contrast levels on the VCTS are near visual threshold (the lowest 
contrast at which an image can be seen), small changes in refractive error will cause the lowest contrast bar 
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patterns to go below threshold and disappear. The patient simply reports whether additional lens power causes 
additional bar patterns to be visible. The question the patient answers Is simply, "Do you see more patterns?" This 
objectively improves doctor/patient rapport by avoiding repeated subjective patient responses, e.g., "Doctor, I can't 
determine which one Is better, one or two." Further, It reduces refracting time .. by 30%. · 
·. 
.. 
INCREASED PRECISION 
CHECKS AGAINST OVER-REFRACTION. 
The VCTS gives you increased precision in determining a patient's visual threshold. Visual threshold is maximum 
when the lens, either naturally or by correction, optimally focuses images on the retina. Any change In image focus, 
either through over or under correction, causes this threshold to be reduced. Since the VCTS measures visual 
threshold, the optimum refraction can easily be identified by determining which lens P.rovides the best threshold 
on the VCTS. The best threshold Is obtained when the patient can see bars the farthest to the right on the lowest 
row of the VCTS. Once this best threshold is obtained, additional lens power will not allow the patient to see farther 
down the row. The doctor simply determines which power allows the patient to see farthest on the VCTS and that 
is the correct lens power. At that point, the doctor stops adding power and no longer has to ask the question, "Is 
it better, or just smaller and darker?" 
This procedure not only saves valuable doctor time by reducing Initial refracting time 30%, but also eliminates 
rerefractlon of returning patients who may have been over-corrected. Therefore, it provides better patient care by 
eliminating the problem of over-correction, and ensures against loss of referral due to overrefracting. Furthermore, 
this procedure provides a very accurate refraction for those patients whose pf9fession requires it 
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REFRACTION PROCEDURE 
SPHERE 
1) Obtain gross endpoint using row C. 
2) Determine last visible patch In row E. H none are seen, use row D. 
3} Increase plus or minus (0.5 to 1.0 D) power until maximum number of patches are visible, or until last patch 
seen becomes less sharp. · 
4) To check overminusing, use last visible patch and reduce power until patch, disappears. Add power until patch 
reappears. Record result 
AXIS AND CYLINDER 
.... H approximate axis and cylinder power are known: · 
1} Determine last visible patch in row D. 
2) Increase cylinder power until maximum number of patches are visible, or unti(last patch seen becomes less 
sharp. Add at least -o.sooc before making final determination. 
3) Rotate axis ± 10 degrees until bars are sharpest. 
4) Refine axis and cylinder power by repeating Steps 2 and 3. Record result. 
If approximate axis and cylinder power are not known: 
1) Insert -o.50DC and position flip-cross lens. 
2) Use last visible patch in row D and test patient in all four 45 degree meridians. 
3) Determine axis by asking patient each time: Where are the bars sharpest? All bars will appear equally sharp if 
no astigmatism exists. 
4) Use last visible patch and rotate axis ±20 degrees around sharpest meridian until bars appear sharpest. 
5) Increase cylinder power until maximum number of patches are visible, or until last patch seen becomes less 
sharp. Add at least -o.50DC before making final determination. 
6) Rotate axis ± 10 degrees until bars are sharpest. 
7) Refine axis and cylinder power by repeating Steps 5 and 6. Record result. 
NOTE: For binocular balance, Isolate and dissociate Dt 
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MONDAY, DEC. 9, 1985 POSTEll. SESS lOll PAH. 
Photographs of the corneal endotheliu~ are usually taken with special purpose cam-
eras or by using the Holden-Zantos technique with a conventional photo slit lamp. 
The latter technique requires the camera back to be mounted on a photo alit lamp 
eyepiece. This poster describes a simpler method for endothelial photography with 
an ordinary photo ·aut lamp. the requisite magnification is obtained by means of a 
teleconverter placed before the camera body mounted in its usual position and by 
special darkroom techniques exploiting the properties of Kodak Technical Pan, a fine 
grain, variable contrast film. 
lllo. 6 
THE NA'IUU AJID IUTKKT OF LOW VISIOII OP'JDIETit.IC CARE Ill OHIO. William L. Brown, 
O.D., Ph.D., and Gregory W. Good, O.D., Ph.D., College of Optometry, Ohio State 
University, Columbus, OH, 
This study investigated the extent to which optometry, in Ohio is serving the ever-
increasing population of low vision patients. An initial survey was sent to the 
1,250 optometrists practicing in Ohio to elicit such information as mode of practice 
and involvement in low vision. Of the 462 respondents, 131 indicated that low vi-
sion care is a part of his/her practice. A monthly average of 2.8 examinations are 
done. A second survey was sent to the 131 optometrists practicing low vision with 
questions concerning complexity of aids used, fee structures, time management, loan-
ing, etc. Results to be presented indicate a diversity of low vision practice man-
agement techniques and the potential need for a wider availability and/or utiliza-
tion of low vision services, 
lllo. 7 
All OPTICAL SYSTDI ro. CONTRAST SENSITIVITY FOIICTIOII HEASUUMEIITS TIIROOCil TELESCOPES 
THAT INCREASES T11K HIGH SPATIAL FllEQUKtCY RANCK AND ELIMINATES EXCESSIVE ACCCBIOD.\-
TIVK DEMAND. Milton Katz, 0.0., and Karl Citek, B.S., College of Optometry, State 
University of New York, New York, NY. 
We are studying the relationship of the modulation transfer function of telescopic 
low vision aids and the contrast sensitivity measured through these devices. CSF 
displays are commonly viewed at a distance of three meters ~nd provide maximum spa-
tial frequencies of less than 30 cpd. When CSF is measured through telescopes the 
range of spatial frequencies is compressed since the spatial frequency in image 
space is equal to the spatial frequency in object space divided by the magnifica-
tion. Therefore, CSF at high spatial frequencies cannot be obtained. Secondly, 
afocal telescopes used at three meters introduce excessive accommodate demand be-
cause the output vergence is approximately equal to the input vergence multiplied by 
the square of the magnification. We present a low-cost optical system comprised of 
high quality photographic objectives that restores or incr"eases the high spatial 
frequency range, and provides light of zero vergence to the telescopic device. 
No. 8 
RKPRACTIIIC USIIIC SINE WAVE GRATINGS. Arthur P. Ginsburg, Ph.D., and Ann R. Kurzer, 
O.D., Vlstech Consultants, Inc., Dayton, OH. 
The difficult judgement of letter quality by patients undergoing refraction using 
letter acuity charts is common and can result in incorrect prescriptions and patient 
complaints. This study compared the accuracy and ti111e required between acuity 
charts and gratings for refraction~. Patients were refracted using a standard let-
ter acuity chart and a chart consisting of patches of sine wave gratings of differ-
ent spatial frequencies and contrast (vistech VCTS 6500), In this double blind 
study, retinoscopy, a monocular subjective, binocular: visual acuity measurement and 
lensometry were completed, Refracting using gratings proved ..9uicker, at least ~ 
~ccurate, and easier than letters for all patients. These results suggest that sine 
wave gratings offer: improved refraction over acuity letters. 
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Journal Review of what's new 
·~~:~~· 
Arnold R. Eger, O.D. 
Vision contrast test system 
The use of contrast sensitivity as a measure of visual 
function has been weU documented. Measuring con-
trast sensitivity has become more popular now that new 
and relatively inexpensive means to do this testing have 
become available. Taking this one step further, Vistech 
Consultants, Inc. has developed a projector chart slide 
using sine-wave gratings as a test object. Since we very 
seldom get new ideas relating to refraction, we asked 
Arthur P. Ginsburg, Ph.D., chairman of Vistech Con-
sultants, to comment on the use ofthe sine-wave grating 
chart in refraction. Here is his reply: 
Contrast sensitivity to sine-wave gratings is a rap-
idly emerging vision test that can potentially replace 
standard letter visual acuity tests. Letter acuity charts 
are used for three major reasons. First, the acuity value 
is used as a measure of visual health, for example, the 
familiar notation 20/20. Second, the acuity value is 
used as a standard measure for visual capability of 
certain jobs and tasks such as driving a car or piloting 
an aircraft. Third, acuity charts are used to provide 
targets for refraction. Contrast sensitivity provides bet-
ter results in all these areas. Research has shown that 
contrast sensitivity is a more complete measure of visual 
health, capable of detecting functional losses of vision 
that often go undetected when measuring acuity. Re-
search has also shown that individual differences in 
contrast sensitivity, unlike acuity, do relate to func-
tional visual performance such as detecting aircraft and 
discriminating road signs. Finally, sine-wave gratings 
from Vistech Consultants' Vision Contrast Test System 
(VCTS) are proving to be a faster, easier, more accurate, 
and more objective tool for refraction. 
The success of the VCTS as a refracting tool is 
orimarily due to the fact that it replaces subiectiv~ 
,iudr;m1CO'S of rejJer ggaHJy .. Wjjt;h is br!W OPG gr 
\)YO?'' )1Lith a more MiE£ljvc judgment. ~DQ you see 
- more gratings1" SmaU refractive errors that can go 
undetected using high contrast Snellen letters cause 
losses in grating visibility because of the low contrast 
levels between grating patches. This sensitivity allows 
increased precision in refraction, especially important 
for certain occupations such as pilots, X-ray diagnosti-
cians, and athletes. Over-correction is virtually elimi-
nated using the VCTS because, unlike letters which can 
appear smaller but with a higher contrast using added 
lens power, grating visibility either does not change, or 
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the gratings disappear. This is especially important for 
refracting patients having cornea or lens opacities such 
as cataracts because their already decreased contrast 
sensitivity will cause them to appreciate the increased 
contrast when over-corrected, even though that reduces 
the visibility of details or high spatial frequencies. Oi-
nicians using the VCTS for refraction report reducing 
initial refracting time up to 30% and eliminating re-
refraction of over-refracted patients. 
In summary, the VCTS sine-wave gratings advance 
refraction procedures over the 124-year-old Snellen 
acuity chart. The VCTS provides sphere, axis, and 
cylinder in a more sensitive. quick. and accurate man-
ner preferred by patients because of its objectivity and 
~he same VCTS used for determining optical and 
physiological health ean be used for refraction, thus 
eliminating the need for separate test charts and ena-
bling the determination of refractive status in a func-
tional status. • 
A 
Optometrist 
An outstanding opportunity is available for 
an Optometrist at King Khaled Eye Special-
ist Hospital in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia. 
Requirements include: 
• 3-5 years experience required 
• Academic affiliation preferred 
• .Medical Center Clinical experience 
preferred 
An attractive salary and benefits package 
is offered. For immedii'lte consideration, 
forward resume or call: 
Larry Bartlett 
AMI 
9465 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 307 
Beverly Hills, CA 90212 
Call Toll Free (800) 421·3344 
or Call Collect (213) 281-5200 
Reprinted from OPHTHALMOLOGY TIMES 
Vistech Introduces 
Eye Chart Based 
On Contrast Sensitivity 
DAYTON, Ohio-An eye chart 
based on contrast sensitivity dis-
crimination offers a more reliable 
assessment of visual function than 
Snellen's test types and can also 
detect signs of eye disease, accord-
ing to its developer, Arthur P. 
Ginsburg, PhD, assistant professor 
of psychology, Wright State Uni-
versity, and chairman and co-
founder, Vistech Consultants, Inc, 
both here. Dr Ginsburg is also the 
principal investigator for contrast 
sensitivity research for the Pro-
spective Evaluation of Radial Ker-
atotomy. 
"I can say unequivocally that the 
Vision Contrast Test System 
(VCTS) will rq)lace the E chart,, 
Dr Ginsburg told Ophthalmology 
Times. "The system reflects an en-
tirely different way of thinking 
about vision, with very profound 
implications. It can be used for re-
fraction just as easily, while pro-
viding a more objective measure of 
vision., 
According to psychophysical 
theories based on mathematical 
models, images can be broken 
down into basic components called 
sine waves. Sine waves are made up 
of two elements: spatial frequency, 
corresponding to the size of an im-
age, and amplitude, corresponding 
to its contrast, or the difference in 
light levels from one part of a vi-
sual image to another, noted Dr 
Ginsburg. The visual system uses 
different groups of nerve cells or 
channels, each sensitive to a nar-
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row range of image sizes and con-
trast, to transmit visual informa-
tion to the brain. 
The visual system is analogous to 
the auditory system, Dr Ginsburg 
pointed out. "More than 100 years . 
ago, a hearing test consisted of the 
physician clapping his hands be-
hind a patient and asking whether 
the sound was heard, which is sim-
ilar in principle to what we are still 
doing with eye charts,, he noted. 
"We now know that the hearing 
system has different groups of cells 
tuned to different sounds,, he ex-
plained. "Hearing researchers have 
found that while complex sounds 
excite all the cells at once, if pure 
tones are individually sounded, the 
response of each separate category 
of cells can be systemically 
checked. The tuning fork test, for 
example, excites one group of cells 
at a time that are tuned to a partic-
ular frequency, and this yields .a 
very accurate measurement of 
hearing." 
Sensitivity of 
Sine Wave Patterns 
"This is really what we are doing 
in contrast sensitivity testing,'' he 
continued. "Sine waves can be 
viewed as the spatial equivalent of 
pure tones, and are therefore the 
most sensitive pattern for testing 
vision. Just as in pure-tone tests of 
hearing, we use a particular sine 
wave grating to excite cells tuned to 
that size alone. As in the old clap-
ping test, we know that more com-
plex patterns, such as letters, excite 
a whole range of cells, and that in-
teraction reduces test sensitivity.'' 
Even individuals who have 20/20 
acuity may vary considerably in 
their ability to see objects under 
different conditions, he pointed 
out. ''Losses in contrast sensitivity 
can affect, for instance, a driver's 
ability to detect and discriminate 
road signs. As it turns out, the 
driver with slightly lesser acuity but 
higher contrast sensitivity may be 
the better driver, because he or she 
can detect lower contrast cars and 
signs that are farther away." 
While Snellen test types measure 
only an individual's ability to see 
small, high-contrast images, the 
VCTS can assess the entire spec-
-_/ trum of image size and contrast. 
"Our test not only gives us a mea-
sure of optic health in detecting 
hidden visual loss, it goes one step 
further and relates those losses to 
real performance," said Dr Gins-
burg. 
"We have found that persons 
with night blindness, for example, 
may have good acuity during the 
day, but very low sensitivity func-
tion, which affects their vision at 
night," he noted. Conversely, 
some people can have poor acuity 
but high sensitivity, and see well at 
night because they do not rely on 
acuity alone. 
The VCTS can help to diagnose 
hidden visual loss due to condi-
tions such as amblyopia, glau-
coma, ocular hypertension, multi-
ple sclerosis, isolated retrobulbar 
neuritis, vascular insufficiency, and 
papilledema, Dr Ginsburg indi-
cated. "In fact, we measured con-
trast sensitivity in patients with 
multiple sclerosis, and found that 
while they had normal vision ac-
cording to testing with the Snellen 
chart, complaints such as 'the 
world looks washed out in one eye' 
could be attributed to low contrast 
sensitivity.'' 
Ability to Detect 
Ocular Disease 
"The test's ability to detect hid-
den eye disease is really exciting," 
added Dr Ginsburg. "Olle physi-
cian recently reported to us that he 
found visual field losses in a pa-
tient that, normally, the physician 
would not have looked for. We 
hope that, with such information, 
we can build up a large data base, 
which can then be statistically ana-
lyzed to improve our diagnostic ca-
pability." 
Changes in a patient's contrast 
sensitivity curve over time also al-
low a practitioner to measure vi-
sual Joss due to cataracts, cerebral 
lesions and macular degeneration, 
or vision changes after correction 
with contact lenses, vision train-
ing, retinal reattachment, and ra-
dial keratotomy. 
The test employs a series of 
small circles displaying sine wave 
gratings, bars of varying width 
(spatial frequency) and contrast 
(shades of gray) against a white 
background. The gratings are ver-
tical or slanted to the right or left. 
By having the patient identify the 
orientation of the bars, the tester 
can plot a contrast sensitivity 
curve, which is then compared to 
an overlay curve characteristic of 
individuals with normal vision. Dr 
Ginsburg believes the VCTS is 
comparable to computer systems 
designed to measure contrast sen-
sitivity, but has the advantage of 
being quick and easy to administer 
at much less cost. 
For further information, contact 
Vistech Consultants, Inc, 1372 N 
Fairfield Rd, Dayton, OH 45432; 
tel: (800) VIS-TECH.OT 
-Aubin Tyler 
Reprinted from Ophthalmology Times, Vol 10, NoS, March 1, 1985 
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VISTECH CONSULTANTS, INC. 
May 9. 1986 
Dr. Dale Young 
3345 Cavins Drive 
Forest Grove. OR 97116 
Dear Dr. Young: 
1372 North Fairfield Road • Dayton, Ohio 45432 
1-800-VISTECH • (513) 426-4822 
TELEX 510 100 5860 
The following paragraph is the information you requested. Again. if I can 
be of any further assistance in your project. please do not hesitate to 
contact me. 
For clinicians to feel and approach proficiency in refracting with sine 
wave gratings. a minimum of ten to twenty patients should be run previous 
to actually testing patients. Though all the same steps (i.e. monocular 
subjective. binocular balance. etc.) are used in this new technique. the 
clinician needs to feel comfortable interpreting and understanding patient 
response to this new target. 
Sincerely. 
VISTECH CONSULTANTS. INC. 
0---- Q L~ 
Ann R. Kurzer. 0.0. 
Staff Optometrist 
ARK:vam 
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APPENDIX VIII 
RESEARCH PROPOSAL, DATA COLLECTION AND AUTHORIZATION FORMS 
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Institutional Review Board Submission 
by 
Dale A. Young~ 0.0. 
March 1986 
I. Project Title 
A Comparison of the Ginsburg Sine Wave Grating Chart With the Snellen 
Acuity Chart for Subjective Refraction. 
II. Abstract 
Arthur P. Ginsburg, Ph.D has devised a slide chart that projects contrast 
sensitivity sine wave grating patches onto a target at a distance of 20 feet 
in a manner similar to the Snellen Acuity slide chart optometrists use in 
routine vision care. Dr. Ginsburg states his chart is more efficient than the 
Snellen Acuity chart. He notes his chart saves time by reducing refracting 
time by 30%, provides a "forced choice" to the patient, increases precision, 
and eliminates the problem of over correction. In the proposed project, I 
intend to repeat Dr. Ginsburg's experiment to show that his chart is more 
efficient, as efficient, or less efficient than the standard chart. To do this, 
I will evaluate speed, accuracy, repeatability, and subjective feedback of 
each patient with each chart. 
Ill. Location of project 
The project location will be at the Pacific University College of Optometry. 
IV. Project overview 
I wi ll select twenty subjects (ten male and ten female) between the ages 
of 18 and 33 years who are visually asymptomat ic. Each subject must have 
good binocular vision, a correct ion to tr1e best distance Snel len acuity, and 
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no ocular pathology. I will conduct a subjective refraction on each subject 
ten non-consecutive times using Dr. Ginsburg's sine wave grating chart and 
ten non-consecutive times using the standard Snellen Acuity chart. If a 
subject routinely wears contact lenses, I will examine him/her immediately 
after removal of the lenses. 
V. Risks 
I will use no unusual or invasive techniques during the visual examinations; 
I will employ only routine optometric procedures. Some subjects may 
experience mild headache or fatigue after each session. Each subject visit 
will be similar to a part of a routine optometric vision examination. There 
is a remote possibility that the subject or I may induce blunt trauma to 
either eye during the procedure. Further risks are unforseeable at this time. 
VI. Procedures to avoid risks 
Before any procedures begin, I wi 11 explain the possibility of mild headache 
or fatigue after each session. I will conduct a short training explanation of 
the instruments and the techniques I will use to attain an objective and 
subject examination. I will thoroughly inspect and adjust (as needed) all 
instruments to eliminate sharp corners, points or other potentially 
hazardous features. 
VII . Samole of Informed Consent Form 
See attached form. 
V Ill . Dates of project 
Al l dat a co llection that requires subj ect par ticipati on will occur from 
19 May 1986 througl1 29 August 1986. 
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INFORMED CONSENT FORM 
1. I nst itut ion 
A Title of Project: 
B. Principal Investigator: 
C. Advisors: 
D. Location: 
E. Date: 
DescriPtion of Project 
A Comparison of the Ginsburg Sine Wave 
Grating Chart with the Snellen Acuity Chart 
for Subjective Refraction. 
Dale A Young, 0.0. 357-4233 
Robert L. Yolton, 0.0., Ph.D. 357-7998 
Niles Roth, M.S. Opt., Ph.D. 357-7598 
Steven J. Cool, Ph.D. 359-4507 
Pacific University College of Optometry 
2043 Co 11 ege Way 
Forest Grove, OR 97116 
24 March 1986 
This project is designed to determine if use of the Ginsburg Sine Wave 
Grating Chart will permit an optometrist to refract more efficiently than 
use of the Snellen Acuity Chart. To do this, I will perform ten refractions 
using the Ginsburg Sine Wave Grating Chart and ten refractions using the 
standard chart on each subject. 
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3. Description of Risks 
You may experience a mlld headache and/or fatigue after any one of ten 
sessions. Furthermore, there is a remote chance that you may receive a 
blunt trauma to an eye during the procedures. 
4. Description of Benefits 
This study will serve to increase the basic understanding of the use of a 
sine wave grating chart to obtain a refraction. This particular chart may be 
a new and more efficient way to refract. This study proposes to prove or 
disprove its efficiency or show similar efficiency to the standard Snellen 
Acuity chart. Visual exam fees wi 11 be waived for all subjects who 
participate in this study. 
5. Compensation and Medical Care 
If you are injured in this experiment, it is possible that you will not receive 
compensation of medical care from Pacific University, the experimenter, or 
any organization associated wlth the experiment. All responsible care will 
be used to prevent injury. 
6. Alternatives Advantageous to Subjects 
Not applicable. 
7. Offer to answer any inquiries 
The experimenter will be happy to answer any questions that you may have 
at any time during the course of the study. If you are not satisfied with the 
answers you receive, please call Dr. James Peterson at 357-0442. You are 
not a clinic patient during your participation in trlis researcr1 project. All 
questions should be directed to the researcher and/or the faculty advisors 
who will be solely responsible for any treatment (except for an emergency). 
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8. Freedom to withdraw 
You are free to withdraw your consent and to discontinue participation in 
this project or activity at any time without prejudice to you. 
I have read and understand the above. I am 18 years of age or over. 
Printed name ______________________ _ 
Signe...._ ______________ Date ________ _ 
Address, ______________ Phone ________ _ 
City _______________ state/Zip ______ _ 
Name and address of a person not living with you who will always know your 
address: Name ____________ _ 
Address ____________ _ 
City _____________ _ 
State/Zip ___________ _ 
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INFORMED CONSENT FORM 
1. Institution 
A. Title of Project: 
B. Principal Investigator: 
C. Advisor: 
D. Location: 
E. Dates: 
2. Description of Project 
Comparison of a sine wave grating visual 
acuity chart with a letter visual acuity chart 
Dale A Young, 0.0. 357-4233 
Robert L. Yolton, O.D., Ph.D. 357-7998 
Pacific University College of Optometry 
2043 College Way 
Forest Grove, OR 97116 
May-September 1986 
This project is designed to determine if the recently introduced Vistech 
sine wave grating chart will permit an optometrist to examine visual 
performance more efficiently than the Snellen visual acuity chart. To do 
this, I will perform a short vision examination using the Vistech sine wave 
grating chart and one using the Snellen visual acuity chart on each subject. 
3. Description of Risks 
You may experience a mild headache and/or fatigue after the twenty minute 
session. Furthermore, there is an extremely remote chance that you may 
receive a blunt trauma to an eye during the procedures. 
4. Description of Benefits 
This study wi 11 serve to increase the basic understanding of the use of a 
sine wave grating chart to obtain visual performance data. This particular 
chart may provide a new and more efficient way to examine visual 
performance. This study proposes to prove or· disprove its efficiency or 
show similar effic iency to the Snellen visual acuity chart. 
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5. Compensation and Medical Care 
If you are injured in this experiment, it is possible that you wi 11 not receive 
compensation of medical care from Pacific University, the experimenter, or 
any organization associated with the experiment. All responsible care will 
be used to prevent injury. 
6. Offer to answer any inquiries 
The experimenter will be happy to answer any questions that you may have 
at any time during the course of the study. If you are not satisfied with the 
answers you receive, please call Dr. James Peterson at 357-0442. You are 
not a clinic patient during your participation in this research project. All 
questions should be directed to the researcher and/or the faculty advisors 
who will be solely responsible for any treatment (except for an emergency}. 
7. Freedom to withdraw 
You are free to withdraw your consent and to discontinue participation in 
this project or activity at any time without pre judice to you. 
8. Signature Of Understanding 
I have read and understand the above. Parents must sign if subject is less 
than 18 years of age. 
Printed name _______________________________________________ __ 
Signed _____________________________ Date _________ _ 
Address, ____________________________ Phone __________ _ 
City _________________ .State/Zip, _______ _ 
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PACIFIC UNIVERSITY INSTrr UTIONAL REVIEW BOARD 
PROJECT DISPOSITION FOBM 
PROJ(CT TITLE: 
A Comparison of the Ginsburg Sine Wave Grating Chart with the Snellen 
Ac uity Chart for Subjective Refraction 
FACULTY SUPERVISOR(S): Drs. R. Yolton, Roth and Cool 
The I RB met on 4-10-86 and made the following decision regarding this project. 
--r-V-----.b~y~ mail 
1. APPROVAL L!:::J 
~ 
2. 
This project is approved based on the materials furnished by the principal investigator!sl. Copies of all Informed 
Consent and/or Model Releases must be retained by the principal investigator(s) and upon completion of the pro-
ject delivered to the Director of Research for permanent storage. Failure to deliver these releases at the compte· 
tion of the project may cause personal legal liability for the principal invcstigator(s). Any occurrence of injury 
(physical, psychological, et_c. ) to a subject or any significant change in research design must be reported to the 
Chairperson of the IRB immediately. 
APPROVAL WITH MODIFICATIONS REQUIRED 0 
The general concept of this project is acceptable as are supporting materials . The I RB requests the following 
modifications be made and rev iewed wit~ the Chairperson of the I RB . . If modifications are acceptable, (s)he 
will sign and date below. The project is then approved and subject to the conditions stated under item 1 abo ve. 
(Human subjects may not be used until the Chairperson signs below.) 
Required Mod ifications 
Modifications Accepted Date -------------(Chairperson, lflB) 
3. DISAPPROVED 0 
Because of the reasons listed bolow, the IRB cannot i!pprove of the usc of human subjects in this project . The 
p rincipal invcstig<J t or(s) may co rrect the problems and resubmit the projcr;t to the IRB or may request to i.liJI )(!J r 
in person at an lAB meeting to explain the project more fully. 
Ruu so ns for Disap prova l 
Chairperson, IRB Dat e 
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PACIFIC UNIVERSITY 
COllEGE OF OPTOMETRY 
RESEARCH PROJECT PROPOSAl 
by 
DALE A. YOUNG. 0.0. 
SUBMITTED TO THE RESEARCH AND AWARDS COMMITTEE 
May 1986 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Vistech Consultants, Inc. has recently introduced a chart slide 
designed to be used during the subjective refraction portion of a 
standard vision examination. Known as the Vistech Vision Contrast 
Test System {VCTS) 700S, the chart projects sine wave grating patches 
onto a target at a 20 foot distance. The VCTS 700S is designed to fit 
most projectors. It is identical in size to standard Sne11en letter slide 
and is therefore easy to handle and insert into a projector. The slide 
has five sections of sine wave grating patches, each with different 
spatial frequencies. Those frequencies include 1.5 cycles per degree 
{c/d), 3.0 c/d, 6.0 cld, 12.0 cld, and 18.0 c/d. Sections A and B have 
four patches with contrast levels that vary from high to low while 
sections C, D, and E have six patches each with similar contrast level 
variations. In each section, some patches have been rotated 15 ° to the 
left or right to check for guessing. In addition, the VCTS 7005 has an 
astigmatic chart clock dial, a horizontal sine wave grating patch with a 
spatial frequency of 12 c/d, and a Snellen chart with letters that range 
from 20/400 to 20/ 15 (see attachment). 
The inventor of the slide, Ginsburg, makes several claims about its 
value as a refraction target. In advertisements, he suggests that, with 
his slide, a subjective refraction can be accomplished faster, more 
accurately, and with better patient acceptance than with the standard 
Snellen letter slide. In addition, he specifically states, " .. .... refracting 
using grat ings proved quicker, at least as accurate, and easier than 
letters for all patients". 1 Further, a Vistech Consultants, Inc. Product 
Users Guide notes that t he VCTS 7005 saves time, is objective 
(permit:;. a forced choice), provides increased precision, and checks 
against over-refraction.2 Moreover, the same guide states that the 
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VCTS 7005 is more efficient for refracting than the standard Snellen 
chart slide, it reduces refracting time by 30ro, and it eliminates 
re-refraction of returning patients who may have been over-corrected. 
Another claim concludes that " ...... sphere, cylinder power, and cylinder 
axis, as determined with sine wave gratings are as accurate as Snellen 
letters," and " ...... no significant difference in time was found between 
refracting with sine wave gratings and Snellen letters".3 
These claims open a series of questions which I intend to pursue. 
propose to compare the VCTS 700S projector slide to a standard 
Snellen letter projector slide to determine if there is a difference in 
refraction time, endpoint refractive values, and subject acceptance 
between the slides. 
2. JUSTIFICATION 
I see a clear need for additional information on this new chart. For 
instance, what battery of tests does this chart -offer? Wi 11 it permit 
an examiner to perform phorias, ductions, or duochrome binocular 
testing? What characteristics does it possess with respect to chart 
symbols, construction, environmental stability, and cost? What is the 
length of time required to train an average clinician to use this chart? 
Should this device be added to all vision clinics? Should it replace 
Snellen acuity testing? Since most optometrists use only the standard 
Snellen letter chart to obtain a patient's best visual capability, perhaps 
the VCTS 7005 may open new avenues in testing vision capability and 
potential. 
3. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLH1 
Trlis study will evaluate a recently introduced device, tr1e Vistecr1 
Consultants/ Inc. VCTS 7005 contrast grating slide. It will determine 
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if there is a significant difference in refractive times, endpoint 
refractive data, and subjective preference between the VCTS 700S and 
the Snellen letter chart. Additionally, it will determine if Vistech 
Consultants, Inc. are selling a credible tool for refractive vision 
analysis. 
4. LITERATURE REVIEW 
There have been many articles written about contrast sensitivity in 
general. However, little has been written about the recently introduced 
Vistech 700S chart and the use of sine wave grating charts for 
refractions. Even less information is available about the speed, 
accuracy, and subject preference for any visual acuity chart. A few 
more references have been located and a more extensive literature 
search is underway. _ 
In terms of chart design, Strong and Woo4 have developed the 
University of Waterloo acuity chart. It uses a series of five letters 
presented in columns of descending size. They note that various Asian 
cultures find an advantage with this style of visual acuity assessment. 
According to Bailey58 the most desireable test to serve as a standard 
for judging others is Landolt's broken ring test. It is free of cultural 
bias, its figures are purer targets than letters of an alphabet, and 
scores are comparable to those using Jetter charts. However, when 
Landolt C's are presented as a chart, vision test results are less 
reliable than 1etters.5b Tyler 6 discusses some of the concepts of the 
Vistech VCTS 7005 in general. He notes that while Snel len charts 
measure only an individual's ability to see small, high contrast images, 
the VCT5 7005 can assess the entire spectrum of image size and 
con trast 
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5. METHODOLOGY 
.I will use 60 subjects in this study. My sources will include Pacific 
University. the Portland Clinic, and the Vancouver Veterans 
Administration hospital. I will choose 20 children, ages 8-14, and 40 
adults, 20 of whom will be ages 20-40, and 20 of whom will be age 55 
or older. In each of the three catagories, 10 subjects wi 11 be hyperopes 
whose spherical correction will not be _greater than +6.00 diopters and 
whose astigmatic correction will not exceed -3.00 diopters, and 10 
subjects will be myopes whose spherical correction will not be greater 
than -6.00 diopters and whose astigmatic correction will not exceed 
-3.00 diopters. Anisometropes will not exceed a spherical equivalent 
of 1.00 diopter. All subjects will be correctible to at least 20/25 at 
20 feet, and will be free of ocular and systemic pathology, strabismus, 
and amblyopia. A subject may wear soft lenses but will be required to 
remove them at least one day before the experiment. I will use a light 
meter to insure a constant chart background luminance of 60 
candela/m2 and will determine contrast levels for the various targets. 
I will use two experienced clinicians to examine subjects. Both 
clinicians will be sufficiently trained to use the VCTS 7005 slide as 
proficiently as the Snellen chart slide. Incorporating a counter-balance 
design, I will examine subject "A" using the VCTS 700S chart while the 
second clinician examines subject "B" using the Snellen chart. Then I 
will examine subject "B" using the Snellen chart while the second 
clinician examines subject "A" with the VCTS chart. This sequence will 
be repeated until eacr1 subject has been examined by eacr1 clinician 
using each slide. Refraction data for each examiner will include 
sphere, cylinder, cylinder axis, and spherical equivalent. As 
recommended by Ginsburg, we wi 11 use essentially the same procedures 
for each chart. At the beginning of each examination, we will perform 
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retinoscopy having no prior knowledge of the subject's prescription. 
Beginning with the monocular portion of the subjective refraction, the 
examiner will start a stopwatch to determine the time required for a 
full refractive procedure from the monocular subjective to the best 
binocular visual acuity. At the end of each examination the subject 
will use a graded-scale ( 1-7) questionnaire to rate the slide used in 
the refraction. At the end of all testing, the subjects will be asked to 
indicate a preference for one slide or the other and justify this 
preference. 
6. ANALYSIS 
The null hypotheses are that there is no significant difference between 
the two charts in terms of time required to obtain an end point 
refraction, refractive corrections, and slide preferences. I will test 
for significance at the 0.05 confidence level using either a complex 
analysis of variance design separating examiner, slide, refractive 
status (hyperope/myope), and subject age variables, or I will collapse 
data across these variables and use related measures t-tests to 
evaluate these effects individually. 
7. DISCUSSION 
The main point of this study is to determine if there is a difference in 
refracting time, end point refraction data, and subject preference in 
three groups of myopes and three groups of hyperopes. If there is, do 
the differences mean one chart is better than the other? Does this 
mean vision care provi ders should add a new chart t o their inventory? 
Does th is mean clinicians coul d use ei ther one chart or t he ott'1er and be 
comfortab le with all vision exam ination data from either one? This 
study proposes t o find an answer to these quest ions. 
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VCTS 700S 
CONTRAST SENSITIVITY SLI'DE SYSTEM 
r <~~~ , ~ 
... ~;:-..... ':.~ .· .:;:. ,. .. First Multifunctional Slide System for Testing Contrast 
Sensitivity and Visual Acuity. IUi~.r.t.· . .,"Cl!":r. :~ (4 ' . ~~ .. 
With One Slide: 
• Contrast Sensitivity 
• Quick visual health screening 
• Especially cataracts and amblyopia 
• Improves contact lens evaluation and fitting 
• Reduces patient complaints 
• Improves refraction of both sphere and cylinder 
• Gratings eliminate subjectivity 
• Letter Visual Acuity 
• 20/400 to 20/15 
• Answer growing consumer demand for quality 
high technology vision heal1th care 
The VCTS 7008 is an effective adjunct to the VCTS 
chart systems. It offers added ease and convenience 
as a contrast sensitivity pre-screening test combined 
with improved refraction and efficient contact lens fit-
ting. You will still require the precise control and range 
of contrast levels offered by the VCTS chart systems 
in order to accurately assess and monitor visual 
changes, once detected by the sl ide. 
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XAt1It..JER I 
O.D. 
-. s. 
-1 ap -:.e d T i me 
, • D. 
o.s . 
. 1 apsed Time 
~,ge Gr·oup 
Ammetropia 
lame 
Age 
EXAt··1 INER I I 
J. D • 
-,. s. 
Elapsed Time 
O.D. 
J.D. 
~1 .:o.p':::.ed Time 
Subj~ct Preference Score 
Condition One 
REFRACTIVE DATA 
Sine Wave Refraction 
VA. _____ _ 
VA _____ _ 
Snellen Refraction 
VA ____ _ 
VA. _____ _ 
Sine l,Jave Refraction 
VA 
\)A 
Snellen Refr·ac t ion 
VA 
\)A 
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Subject # Cc·nd i t ion TvJo 
REFRACTIVE DATA 
:XAMINER I Snellen Refraction 
0.(>. VA _____ _ 
-. s. \,lA _____ _ 
lapsed Time 
Sine Wave Refraction 
.D. VA _____ _ 
o.s. VA _____ _ 
_lapsed Time 
· ge Gr-oup 
Ammetropia 
arne 
Age 
I=XAtv1 I NEF: I I Sne-lle-n Reo f r· a.c t i on 
._ •• [> .. \,lA 
,... 
. .::· . VA 
Elapsed Time-
~; i ne- Wave Ref r· act i c•n 
O.D. VA 
-·. (>. VA 
1 apse-d Time 
SubJect Preference Score 
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XAMINER I 
-1. D. 
o.s. 
1 ap-=.ed Time 
I.S. 
Elapsed Time 
tge Gr·oup 
Ammetropia 
lame 
:XAt1H..JER I I 
O.D. 
I.S. 
Elapsed Time 
I.D. 
O.D. 
1 apsed Time 
~ubject Preference Score 
Condition Three 
REFRACTIVE DATA 
Sine Wave Refraction 
VA ____ _ 
VA 
------
Snellen Refraction 
VA ____ _ 
VA ____ _ 
Sne-lle-n Re-fr·ac t ion 
VA 
t..)A 
Sine Wave- Ref r· act i on 
VA 
l.)A 
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Subject ** Condition Four 
REFRACTIVE DATA 
XAMINER I Snellen Refraction 
~.D. VA _____ _ 
o.s. VA ____ _ 
lapsed Time 
Sine Wave Refraction 
• D. VA _____ _ 
-.s. VA ____ _ 
Elapsed Time 
ge Gr·oup 
Amme tr·op i a 
arne 
"ge 
XAt·1INER I I Sine vJave Refr·ac t i c•n 
O.D. VA 
c· 
. """'' . VA 
Elapsed Time 
Snell en Refr·action 
• D. VA 
O.D. VA 
lapse-d Time 
~ubject Preference Score 
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Sub j e- c t # 
...:XAI'1 I NER I I 
) • D. 
o.s. 
::1 apse d T i me 
J.D. 
) . s. 
Elapse-d Time 
' 9E- Group 
Ammetropia 
. Jame-
:XAt1INER I 
O.D. 
). s. 
~lapsed Time-
) • (> • 
O.D. 
: 1 a. ps e d T ime 
~ ubject Prefe ~en ce Sco~ e 
Condition Fi t..J e 
REFRACTIVE DATA 
Sine Wave Refraction 
VA _____ _ 
VA ____ _ 
Snellen Refraction 
VA ____ _ 
VA _____ _ 
Sine Wa',!E- Re-fr·ac t i c'n 
VA 
VA 
Snellen Re-fr·ac t ion 
VA 
VA 
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Subject f* 
::xAr1 H~ER I I 
'").D. 
u.s. 
: 1 apse d T i me 
) • D. 
'""J. s. 
tlapsed Time 
~ge Gr·oup 
Ammetropia 
Jame 
: XAMINER I 
O.D. 
) . s. 
Elapsed Time 
!.D. 
O.D. 
:1-:o.pse-d Time 
~ubj ect Preference Score 
Conditic•n Six 
REFRACTIVE DATA 
Snellen Refraction 
VA ____ _ 
VA ____ _ 
Sine Wave Refraction 
VA ____ _ 
VA ____ _ 
Snellen Refr·ac t ion 
VA 
VA 
Sine Wave Refr·action 
VA 
\,JA 
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:XAMINER 1 I 
i .D. 
o.s. 
:1 apse d Time 
I . D. 
l.S. 
Elapsed Time 
1ge Gr·oup 
Amme tr·op i a 
lame 
:XAt1INER I 
O.D. 
j. s. 
Elapsed Time 
J.D. 
O.D. 
: 1 <t.p-:ed Time 
;u b j ec t Pre f erence Score 
Cond i tion Seven 
REFRACTIVE DATA 
Sine Wave Refraction 
VA ____ _ 
VA ____ _ 
Snellen Refraction 
VA _____ _ 
VA ____ _ 
Snellen Re-fr·ac t ion 
tJA 
VA 
Sine Wave Refraction 
VA 
lJA 
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XAMINER Il 
o.s. 
1 ap <;;.e d Time 
.• D. 
Elapsed Time 
1ge Group 
Amme tr·op i a 
lame 
1ge 
XAMINEF~ I 
O.D. 
l. s. 
Flapsed Time 
I. D. 
O.D. 
:1 ~.psed Time 
:; u b ..i e c t F' r· e fer· en c e :;:; c err· e 
Cc·nd i t ion Eight 
REFRACTIVE DATA 
Snellen Refraction 
VA ____ _ 
VA _____ _ 
Sine Wave Refraction 
VA _____ _ 
VA _____ _ 
Sine Wa•,.1e Re fr·ac t ion 
VA 
VA 
Snellen Re-fraction 
VA 
VA 
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Which of these two slide charts did you like the best? 
a. The one that used circles with vertical lines? 
b. The one thDt used letters of vDrying sizes? 
Why did you prefer the s1ide chart you chose? 
Please nJte the chart that used letters: 
I didn·t lite it at a11 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 I 1ited it a lot 
Please rate the chart that used circles with lines in them: 
I d1dn·t like it at all 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 liked it a lot 
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NAME ADDREss· rELEPH~E T1Mf MTI=" 
oego 
~ 
1000 
1330 
' 
. 
. 1500 
- ~~go 
oego 
. 
1000 
1330 
. 1500 
-
1630 
0830 
1000 
1330 
-
1500 
1630 
